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CALAMITIES IN .JAPAN. 
[Reprinted from" Japan Gazette."] 
The extraordinary fatality which has occur-
red in the northern part of ,Tapan again em-
phasizes the fact that the uatural agencies 
by which these islands have been formed are 
by no meaus less active than they were 
centuries ago. Indeed, owing doubtless to 
greater accuracy of record, the number 
reported in the 11ineteeuth h<ts been larger 
than that credited to any previous century. 
convulsions are not infrequently accompanied 
by inundations similar to that which has 
devastated the coast to the north of Sendai. 
god Kashima-miojin keeps this cat-fish quiet 
with the Rock of Kaname though even that 
provision often fails in its object. The first 
record that we can discove1· of any serious 
damage done by the waves produced by 
earthqualres is that of Ol!(J in l\fay of 869, 
and is mentioned by l\lr. Hattori in a 
paper read some years ago before the 
AsiaLic Society. It chiefly affected the 
province of Mut,su. Tlte grouncl slwok so 
violently that people could not keep their 
feet, while many share<! the fate of Nathan 
and Abiram, being swallowed up by fissures. 
Soon afterwards the sea rolled in upon the 
coast with a tremendous roar, drowning 
thousands of people. Eighteen years later 
Ancient superstition ascribed earthquakes similar havoc was wrought in the province of 
to curious causes. 'rhe Jishinko ("Thoughts Settsu. In 1331 I\ishin was partially ileluged 
on Earthqual\es ") gives a fac-simile of a and the beach permanently raised, while Fuji 
representation of the Jis!tin-mushi, the earth- is said to have lost 100 feet of its height. 
quake insect which was found on the title Coming to late1· times, we find tlmt iu 1586 
page of an almanac of the 9th year Keukiu Kioto rocked for forty days, many houses and 
(1Hi8). It is a stmnge loo],iug creature the famous Daibutsu being destroyetl, while 
having on its back a map of Japan. Its body the sea rushed over the coast of Wakasa, des-
is oblong and covered with scales; it.s feet, troying many towns and drowning thousands 
ten in number, are like those of a spider, of the inhabitants. 'fhe historic earth-
while its heatl res;;mbles ~t dragon's. quake of 1707, when the defonuity Hoyei-
Another tradition, ttiid one 1110re common, san was thrown np to ma.r the gracdul 
is that a monstrous cat-tbh lives under- symmetry of Fujiyama, caused waves to 
neath the Empire of .Japan, and whenever inundate large tracts of land along the 
this fish moveR there i~ HU Parthquake. The j Tokaido nnd in thP island of Skilwlm, t.he 
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dead being spoken of as a great multitude.\ this was produced by such a cause. It may 
Of the destructive shock in 1854 a graphic 1 not be generally known tlwt Kamalmm has 
persoual narrative has been preserved. It beeu subject to such a visibLio11, to which a 
runs thus:-" At the hour of the moul!ey a large torii, jnst visible at low watel', btHll'S 
great shock came from N. W. with a uoise striking testimony. 
like that of a typhoon. The ground heaved 
like waves of water for a long while. ---·-···------
Afterwards enormous waves mshed up THE DISAS'rER OF JUNE 15TH. 
the rivers aud the city of Koclli caught 
fire. Seventy different shocks occurred in 
the night. The weather was very colcl. 
The shocks were different in force aud direc-
tion. Some were accompauied with noisPs 
and sometimes noises were heard without any 
shock. The shocl>s with noises were generally 
uot so severe as those wit,lwut them. By the 
first great convulsion the earth opened, 
landslips took place from the mountains, 
rivet·s were flooded, ancl all dwelling houses 
and fire-proof store-houses were eithet· thrown 
down or sevel'ely wrenched. 'Vhile we were 
standing all helpless, there rose a flame in 
the llirection of Kochi. As the uight 
approached it spread rapidly and its reflectiou 
from clouds made the night as ch·ar 
as du.y. At about 8 o'clock a gre!tt 
noise was heard, and ou euquiriug its 
cause I was told that great sea waves were 
rushing in upon the land. The confusion of 
the moment wa~ indescribable. 'rhe people 
all rushed towards the high land, ~,m1e taldng 
with them nothing bnt the night clothes they 
had on." Such is the story of one who ex-
peri··nced the shock and lived to tell the 
tale. Although all these inundations were 
the direct consequences of earthquakes it 
is by uot means agreecl upon by experts 
that sea-waves are of necessity formed by 
submarine earthquakes. Mallet, q notecl by 
Professor Milne, suggests a submarine 
landslip, and as there are many re111ark-
able cavities in the ocean bed in the vicinity 
of Japan, 1t iR not altogether impt·obable that 
At about half-past eight on the uight of 
15th .June the people living in the towns and 
villages along the north-eastern coast of Japan 
were startled by a report· as of heavy caunon. 
As many as thirty earthquake shocks had 
been felt during the day, but there was no 
suspicion of dauger unLil, innnedi,ttely after 
the report., a gl'eat wave dashed along the 
coast, Cl'eashing j nnks, cal'l'ying great boats 
inland, razing whole villages and laying waste 
hundreds of acres of fruitful laud. Imme-
diately after the report rang out into 
the darkness of the night thousands of 
pool' terror-stricken creatul'es along fom· hun-
dred miles of coast were ~Struggling for life in 
a great flood. A few secow1s la.Ler the wave 
receded, carrying with it thousands of victims, 
old aud youug, nud lt>aviug behind iu the mine 
of houses which a minute before formed 
pictmesqne villages thousands of dying and 
dead. 'l'he horror of that night can 
hardly be iml}gined, and after pel'llsing the 
stories of survivors given in this pamphelt 
the reader mnst feel that they lmtfaintly depict 
the terrors of t.hat d readfnl time. We shall 
not aLtempi; here to describe in detail the 
results of the disaster, but in t\)e pages 
following will be fou11d descriptive accounts 
by the .l"pan Gnutte represent .. tives, reports 
of interviews with snrvivors, and interesting 
pat·ticulars obtaineil from official and other 
sourceR. \Ve may tuen Lion, however, that the 
hnvoc wrought exten<lrd from the Motoyoshi 
and Ojika distriets in l\iiyagi prefecture to the 
Hidaka and Tokac!Ji provinces of Hokkaiclo; 
and that 35,000 persons are reported to lmve 
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DESORIP'l'IVg LE'l''l'ERt\ FROM 
"JAPAN GAZETTE" REPRE-
SENTATIVES. 
perished. The effects of tlJe wave were es- 'l'HE JOURNEy l!'HOiVl YOKOHAMA. 
pecially disastrous in I wate prefecture, most 
'rono, 21st., J nne, 1896. 
Wilen starLing for the lleva~tated di~tricts 
we ha.<l not the reuwtest idea of the nature of 
of the victims belongiug to this prefecture, 
as will be gathered from onr representative's 
descripUon of Kamaishi and neighbouring vii-
the difficulties of tlle uudertakiJJg. One is so Jages in Iwate-keu a few clays after the disaster. 
accustomed in ;r a pan to obtain facilities for Iu the Miyagi Prisons something lil\e a panic . . 
· . , . travel even m the ltlosL unfrequented corners, 
among the pr1souers was causeil by Lhe. wave, . 1 1 f b . t' II · 
• 1 t mt to 1ear o anv town emg pmc Ica y Ill· 
but the officials seem to lHwe aetr•d With · 'bl . . • . ,. . I · 't d 
acce;.;sl e JS to exc1 te scepc!CISlll. VlSI e 
wonderful presence of miud. 'l'l1e cells were t' G'f , ft ,1 · th k f 
. lle 1 u counory a er" 1e great ear qua eo 
thrown open and the pr1soners were for the 1 91 d fl . . . . Ak · J. 1 1892 
· 8 , ma e a ymg VISit to o m u y, , 
most part aLle to escape to safer ground. t . t f ,1 d d o gtve an accoun o " 1e amages cause There were, however, several casuatties. d by the floods when the Kakogawa, an The cause of the death-dealing phenomenon 
is at present a mystery, but it is gene-
rally believed to be due to earthquake distur-
bances having their centre in the sea several 
miles oft' tile coa:;L of I wate prefecture. Some 
contenil that it originated in the falling away 
of the side of tt large cavity which is said to 
exist along the shore from IGnkasan aud 
Hokkaido, while others assert that a volcanic 
distmbance in the vicinity of the Hawaiian 
Island was the cause. Ill this connection it 
may be mentioned that fishermen engaged in 
their calling about six Jniles from the shore at 
tlw time of the disaster noticed nothing 
unnsual, whiie others within two miles of 
laud only observed some white waves. 
All ovet· tbe country relief funds have l:een 
started, and tlw appeals for l1elp have gene-
rally been li herally respomle<l to. 'l'he sums 
subscribed to tlw ,Japan Gazette Fund have 
been l1anded over to Revs. A. A. Bennett, 
Dr. Cleveland and Dr. Warden, who have 
proceeded to the devastated districts for the 
purpose of admiuistering relief. In most of 
the afflicted districts the distress is of course 
iuteusified by tl1e loss of f1sb ing craft and 
g!:lal' and the de~tructiou of cropB. 
Tatsugawa bnrst their embankments and con-
verted scores of square miles of rice-fields 
into huge fresh water lakes. On each occa-
sion the difficulties of travel were depicted 
as insuperable and in each instance, but 
for ~t few trifling incidents which rather 
gave zest to the adventure than created 
annoyance, tl1e travelling facilities were all 
that could be desired. A great painter has 
said tlmt the gentle art of dining is the high 
road to success in art. By the time we had 
left Tokyo a couple of hours I began to 
imagine that the chief contributing factor to 
snccess in journalism was ability to travel. 
Needless to say the object of ourjoumey fot·med 
tl1e maiu topic of conversation. In the com-
partment were three Japanese gentlemen 
who were bound for the same destination. 
N atmally it was not long ere unanimity of 
missiou elicited interchange of ideas. To 
this om contribution was slight. We had 
only a fixed idea on one point-to see as 
much of the ravages of the wave as would 
suffice to lay before our readers an intelligible 
account of the efiects of this fearful visitation. 
Mr. l\1isaki, a very courteous official of the 
Home Department, who was prol.leeding to the 
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affiicted districts, informed us that the coast I affordea all assistance possible, and the head-
was so wild that if we selected one point it man of the towu, arrayed in haori and hakama, 
would be impossible, unless we had unlimited I bade us cord.ial welcome. For this excess of 
time at our disposal, to visit others. It would courtesy I wish to express to Mr. Misaki my 
be the height of unwisdom to leave the train own persoual thanks, and I am certain that my 
at Sendai and attempt to follow the track of de- companions were all deeply grateful for an act 
struction. It was necessary then to select some of consideration which was the more appre-
oue locality and confine out· descriptions to the ciated because it was purely voluntary. 
circumstances of a particular case as briefly The message smoothed over an obstacle upon 
mirroring the whole. Selection became easy. which g1·eat stt·ess had been laid. Point had 
Kamaishi had suffered most-to I{amaishi we been made that at Hanamaki that there would 
would go. Then for three hours were raised be no rickshas, or that if there were riclisha 
in succession such a list of objections as thet'e would be no coolies. As a mattet• of 
compelled us to either go forward in des- fact the headman quickly relieved us of all 
peration ot· relinquish the expedition in anxiety on that head and chartered the 
despah·. We were for going forward, five vehicles necessary to take us the first 
and as Mr. Menpes, who had joined us stage of the journey to Miyamori. What 
at Akabane, was equally determined, we is more, the coolies were instructed to 
decided that, come what. might, we would charge only the strictly legal fare. 
reach Kamaishi. By midnight we were It was now nine o'clocl{ and we were 
told that to get to Kamaishi from the hungry. We had left Yokohama at 12.55 on 
nearest railway station would occupy at the Satmday, and travelling right through 
least a week, that rickshas could not the night, had to face a possible twelve hours 
under any circumstances be got, that on the road. The first stage was made easy. 
the mountain ranges were impassable, that no Rickisha riding cannot be called a great hard-
coolies could be obtained and finally that the ship even in a country district over a distance 
minimum distance would be seventy-five of eight t·i. Still it is poor riding on au empty 
miles. stomach, and we wet•e all very unanimous in 
Mr. 1\lisaki, although, as it proved, he deciding that to do a day's travel it was a 
magnified the obstacles, was courtesy itself. matter of great importance to fortify the in-
He would give us au introduction to the offi- ner man. 
cials and secure for us every assistance in our Our newly fonnd friends led us to a tea-house 
travels. He was bettet· than his word. Leaving near at hand. The food was of the ordinat·y 
us at Ichinoseki he handed us a card which kind obtainable at a country inn, namely, soup, 
subsequently proved of the greatest value, and eggs and rice. Also a fowl was killed which 
ma.terially aided in helping us out of a very some of the party asserted was a crow. At 
awkward dilemma. On arrival at Hanamaki all events the ancient servitor who deprived it 
station, which we reached in a peculiarly de- of life, a man with shaven head, knelt before 
fiant mood, and ready-so we alleged-to the corpse and offered prayers, being apparently 
trudge the whole distance rather than yield, anxious to propitiate the gods for the crime of 
we found to our surprise that we were accorded shedding of blood. 
a public reception. Mr. Misakihad telegraphed It was ten o'clock when we bid farewell to 
to Hanamaki requesting that we should be the polite officials and set out for the un-
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known. They warned us that to reach device as simple as it is effectual. When the 
Kamaisl1i would require several da.ys, and 
that beyond Miyamori it would be difficult to 
get means of transport. At the foot of the 
town runs a broad river, over which we were 
ferried, and then again entering the ricksha 
we found ourselves on a fine wide road, which, 
gently inclined, followed the edge of a pine 
forest, passing through some beautiful ravines 
densely wooded. Three hours, travelling 
brought us to 'rsuchizawa. For two hours it 
had railled, and we saw very little of the coun-
try, but leaving the village, the weather cleared 
and we discovered a valley rendet·ed fet·tile 
by the 'rsuzulm.wa, which was beautiful 
beyond compare. The nver at times 
glided smoothly through golden plains, 
laden with crops ripe unto harvest, at others 
pomed brawling through deep ravines, foam-
ing over burnished boulders, amid seenery as 
romantic as that of a Devonshire glen, and 
awaJ in ti1e distance were billowy hills, clad 
in the richest green, rising ever higher until 
on the horizon, purple-mantled, they mingled 
with the snow-white clouds. 'rhe road has been 
cut into the cliff high above the river, and 
the journey is as picturesque, though different 
in colouring, as that cliff road which follows 
the coast from Sumoto to Yma on a certain 
charming island in the Inland Sea. 
It was t.hree o'clock when we reaehed Miya-
mori, a provincial town whose house-roofs are 
covered with boulders as a protection against 
snow. Beyond t!Jat town ricksha cannot 
pass. It was necessary to get pack-horses 
and these were quickly found. The whole 
town turned out to.gaze at us and we noticed 
l1ere, as we noticed at Hanamaki, that the 
people are much whiter, and the women 
handsomer tlmn in the city of Tokyo or in 
Yokohama and its environs. To set off the 
whiteness of their skins most of the girls 
wore kimono of a bluish black colour, a 
horses appeared great doubt arose in the minds 
of some of the party as to their utility. Not 
that the horses were ignoble. On the contrary 
theit· glossy coats and high spirits suggested 
thttt they were in capital condition. Indeed 
the country-side here abounds with horses, and 
as there is real gmss on the hillsides, not 
bamboo grass, they are all sleek and well 
fed. But the saddle excited dismay. Each 
horse carried on its back a platform buiit 
up of mats and rice bales. On this platform 
a wooden saddle is placed having peak~:~ 
in front and behind, and looking not unlike 
a rough box with the two sides knocked 
out and the ends remainiug. A futon filled 
the hollow. But perched up on that height the 
boldest horseman might blanch, for there ill 
nothing to hold on to but the saddle. To 
avoid exposure of our igno{auce of this form 
of riding one suggested we should walk a mile 
or two and mount when well clear of the 
town. To this I demurred. Here we had 
steps whereby to make the ascent, but out of 
town it migbt be impossible to scramble on. 
Moreover uone of the villagers were our per-
sonal friends or likely to see us again. 
The argument told, and in fear and trembling 
we seated ourselves, only to find that the 
difficulty was imaginary. ~rhe animals walk 
at a snail's pace, covering about three and a 
half miles an hour, the motion being like 
that of a camel. But there is 110 danger 
of falling except when the horses get to 
fighting, a pastime of which they seem 
immoderately fond, seizing every opportunity 
when the bettoes are careless, which is, nearly 
always, to bite and kick each other. We 
found the first part of this riding pleasant. 
The road gradually ascended towards a 
mountain, that shone in the rays of the 
setting sun like a magnificent opal, so perfect 
was it in form, so exquisite its delicate tint of 
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pale green. The homesteads in the valleys hollowed out. by a brawlin;; stream. The hill 
were very substantial, the people appearing sides are precipitous, aud picturesque, 11or is 
prosperous and contented. It seemed like their picturesqueness marred by the exca.va-
travelling in Arcadia. But once over the ridge I tions where adits have pierced the hills. 
with the rain pouring in torrents, the discom- 1 For unlike miniug in the West Country 
fort of the saddles and the slowness of the pace there are no unsightly heaps of· debris. 
made rapid the tl·ansition from pleasure to High above us, its summit envelopetl in cloud, 
pain. Our backs ached terribly with the towers the mountain whose heights we have 
strain of the unwonted postme. And p1Lt·t just scaled and descended fmm. We left 
of the way the road became but a rude Touo at seven in tl1e morning and 
mountain path, over which the horses, now it is half-past one. The day broke 
shod with sandals, piclted their way as gloriously and the bracing air, coupled 
carefully as cats. 'l'hen having descended with the refreshing sleep, had banished all 
once more to the plain we jogged into Tono sense of fatigue. Indeed iu. these distric48 
just as night had fallen, wet, weary and one feels an exhilaration 11ever experienced 
aching in every limb. 'rhe town presPnLs in the malarious settlement of Yokohama. 
quite a dilallidated appearance with the Having made as goocl a breakfust as circum-
boulders scattered over the roofs of the houses, stances permitted-that is to say one 
but to travellers, as dejected as we were, which would give hunger a chance after 
the inn seemed Jnxmious. Only there an hour-we again mounted horses, and, 
was an interminable wait for dinuer. leaving Tono behind us, struck a pretty pa.th 
Nevet· before had foreigners visited the by a clear brook, whose cool, pellucid 
iun, and host and cook both endeavoured to waters, coming direct from thtJ mountain 
excel themselves, the format· in courtesy the glades, made 
latter in cuisine. But we did not fiat- Music, that vibmtes iu the memory. 
ter the cook by doing justice to the viands. After riding and walldng, for we often 
Long before the first dishes arrived, I was varied the riding by a walk, for two 
asleep, uot even piquant stories from the hours, the road followed a narrow ravine 
studios sufficing to dispel drowsiness. By which irresistibly reminded one of Lydfonl 
eleven o'clock we were sleeping the sleep Glen. A large stream runs through it, and 
of the jaded, which i8 scarcely distingnitihable it is filled wiLh forest trees, which afforded a 
ft·om the soundness of the slumbers of the grateful shade. It is encircled by very high 
just. I did no work that night. This letter hills rising, in one instance, some four or five 
was penned partly on horseback, partly in hundred feet sheer from the edge of tile 
a tramcar, an<l I have datetl it Tono because stream, the beetling rocks giving to the 
that was our first lmltiug-place. picture that touch of grandem• which often 
Obashi, June 22nd. differentiates Devon mountain scenery fmm 
The worst part of our jonruey is over. From that of Japan. It was the most delight-
here a tiny tram car, ruuuiug for some five ful portion of a so far delightful joumey 
ri, will take us to Kamaishi. For this is and even the thought of the sad enancl 
the centre of the mining district. It is a busy on which we were bound could uot 
little line, freight cars comiug and going con- detract from its clumn. At eleven o'clock we 
tinuousiy. It pasoes thwugh a winding ravine, had reached the foot of the pass, and then com-
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menced an exciting ascent. On the edge of pre- of inexpressible sadness. It is evening, the 
cipices the sure-footed horses carried us up the sun has set, and the fir-clad ridges of tha 
windi11g and rugged pat!J. And the colour- romantic shores of this land-locked ba.y, are 
ing of those hills! Once in a glimpse tippeil with a purple haze. At the back of 
through the trees we all crie<l "the sea." the devastate<l village, a line of sermted 
H was a sea of colour, but not the ocean. ridges, softly mantled in green, drop away in 
We reached the top and were disappointed perspective till the last sloping summit 
for we found omselves in a cloud-bank. But ! is wrapped in filmy cloud. 'l'he blue waters, 
we had l1ad enough of riding. Coming up fl'om the rising tide, are in gentle mo-
the pass was sufficiently sensational-none tion, the wavelets falling with a restful 
of us cared to risk riding clown. So we dis- mnrmtu against the shores now brown with 
mounted and scrambled down the hill-sitle as wreckage. A solitary dark hulled schooner, 
lightly as if a six-hour joul'lley were but a foreign rigged, lies at anchor, and at its stern 
half-hour's promenade. are two lines, one of P· •sts and the other dis-
Reaching Ohashi we found the two o'clock ordered timber, the rnins of the tramway pier. 
tram ha.d departed. For here they are quite The town of Kn.maiiihi by nestled under bluffs 
independent of Almshi and keep a time very similar to thosP of Kauagawa, and ran 
of their own, which is two hours earlier back into a narrow vallPy, tiJe termiuns of the 
than that of Tokyo. 'rhauks, however, tmmway and the mine fon11ttry being situated 
to Me. l\Iisaki's letter we were euabled to on slightly higher gt'Otllid than that on which 
charter a special car, Mr. Sasaki exerting the town was !milt. From the foundry the 
himself to afford ns every convenience. valley narrows and seemR to termi11ate, so tlutt 
And heJ·e we caught a glimpse of that the view is that of a t.ilty triangnlar plain with 
suffering which awaited tts at the end of 1 the base at the sea-edgr•. Of the town practi-
the trip. Under Mr. Sasaki's smile of welcome C<tlly nothing remn.ins. A severe earthquake 
was hidden a poignant grief. His only daugh- t~onld scarcely have hf~eu more complete in its 
ter, he told us, had Leen a victim to the destruction. Perhaps the most striking objects 
terrible catastrophe whose effects we bad come are two schooners, oue lying upright and 
so fat· to chronicle. In a moment we felt as if apparently uninjnred some two hnm1red yardR 
our enjoyment of the joumey had been an from the beach in a whettt,-field, und 
impertinence, and tl1e beauty of the scenery the other sonH~ fifty yanh from t.lle shot·e 
but a mask under which nature hid her piti- amid the debris of lwnses. On the left 
less contempt for human life. hand side of the shore, which is slightly 
AT KAMAISHI. 
Kamaishi, 22nd June. 
J{amaishi can be described in a few woras, 
to detail its tragedies and it8 sufferings would 
tax a far more prolific pen tll·: n mine. Seated 
cm·ved, there are about a dozen houses, 
some of thPtn very batterod. 'l'hen a godown, 
in fairly good repair, but scarred. Next a 
godoll'll which has llec;n very roughly It and led; 
then some ltonsel' !Paning at curions angles, 
battPred. but sliil pietun•sque. These formed 
here iu t.he compolltd] of Ll1P town office, over- a rampart t.o the hnuseR beldnil and the 
looki11g one of I l"' most, hPflntifnl little ha.r- public school, which suffere<l little. Amid 
hours it lws 1'\'er bemJ my lotto yj-:i1, one e .. 11-~· the debri~ JirPS are lml'lling, and with the 
not bnt regard tile scene ln.Jow wit.h feelings 1 Hnwke is mi1tgled the odour of t.he deatl. A11d 
I 
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there are many dead. From the official obtainable. But the work of burial proceeded 
statistics we learnt that prior to Monday last slowly, very slowly. Under the blazing June 
there were 6,119 inhabitants registered. Be- sun the corpses rapidly decomposed, became 
sides these there were many visitors reckoned bloated and putrescent, and the can·ion crows, 
at upwards of a hundred. Of the inhabitants keen scented, anived in numbers. Rendered 
4,041 are missiug and of the visitors but two audacious by the paucity of the populace, 
or three are alive. Glancing over this scene they would alight on the bodies and peck off 
of devastation one would think the few the toes or portions of the foot. Such a 
survivors would be cast down with despair. spectacle was heartt·ending. The priests gave 
But they are digging quite cheerfully amm.g all the asistance they were capable of, living for 
the pungent wrecltage and ever and again rise several days on small rations of rice. They 
merry bursts of children's laughter. Yet there were accompanied by an intelligent Japanese 
is not a family but bas lost some of its members, gentleman, who had been in company with 
whole families have been literally decimated, Father Rispal at the time of the disaster ; he 
and many who have escaped have only saved was saved by gaining high ground. 
their lives at the expense of their limbs. So Matters had much improved at the time of 
marvellous is the Japanese philosophy of life. our VISit. The Japanese nuthorities had 
We were not the first foreig11ers to enter spared no effol'ts to dispatch medical and 
this habitation of the dead. Stalking over other aid. 'rhe school wns transformed into 
the odoriferous ruins, administering consola- a temporary hospital, and large numbers of 
tion to all, comforting many, and con- labourers, working undet· police supervision, 
tributing from their scanty stores to the were busily engaged in turning over the 
most distressed, we saw two French priests, debris and recovering the bodies. So far 
Fathers .lacquet and Defft·etmes, who have out of some 4,000 missing only 700 had 
districts at Sendai ai,cl Morioka. A sad been found and it was believed that the 
errand had brought them to the town. dense mass of wreckage encumbering the 
It was not only that their flocks had suffered wat.er near the shore was but a floating roof 
but a fellow worker, Father Rispal, had fallen to a vast charnel house. Entering the town 
a victim to the catastrophe. He had come the signs at first are sligl1t. The river bad 
from a villnge fourteen miles distant and had evidently been heaped up far above its nor-
been but twenty miunles in the ill-fated t.own mal level hut in the immediate vicinity of the 
when he met his death. Up to-day his body tramway terminus there were no more traces 
has not been recovered. From Fat!Jers of a tidal wave than there are in Yokohama. 
Jacquet nnd Deffreunes, we gathered a vivid Yet the shore was but half-a-mile distant. This 
account of t.he dreadful picture presented at once disposes of the exaggerated stories 
on the second aud third da.ys 8nbsequent current in the J apunese papers, us to the 
to the calamity. Stunned by a blow so height of the wave. There were other proofs, 
overwhelming, the smvivors seemed paralysed. to be mentiom·d presently, tha.i. the altitude 
Being far from any populous cent.re, help of the wave has b<Jen over-esLi1uated hy Pxcit-
url'ived tardily. In a Remi-conscious manner able journaliRts. lt was high "uouglt wir.liout 
the livillg were wandPring over the snt.urated its dimensions !.wing qmtdruplt'd. 'rhree 
heaps, pieking np the ho(lies ancl reverently hundt·e(l yards frotu the Ht.atiou Lhe first 
coverin!{ the faces with what clothR were seriouR traePR of dw inrush wert> no1iceable. A 
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substantially-built bridge crosses the river and 
the roadway across it had been ploughed into 
ruts. From the bl'idge the scenes of ilesola-
tion became for the first time visible in all their 
ghastly realism. Portions of houses, junks, 
and telegraph poles were mixed np in inextri-
cable confusion. The line of the main street 
was easily distinguishable, but otherwise of 
streets there was HO sign. What had been a 
town was practically a rul.Jbish heap. Beyonil 
the bt·idge a little shrine had stood. It 
was enclosed by a group of firs and had 
around it several heavy stone tttblets. These 
had been wrenched from their position and 
carried to various distauces, but the straws 
ailhering to the trees indicated that at this 
point, five hundred yards from the shore, eight 
feet was the greatest distance from the ground 
to the crest of the waves. From there on there 
were no houses, only debris. But to the left, 
where the bluffs allowed of a few lwuses being 
built on a uarrow ledge, th8re were several home-
steads which had escaped destruction. '!'hat 
ledge indeed was the dividing line between 
safety and death, and of those who escaped 
many owed their liYes to theit· promptit,ude in 
reaching it. Yet in many places the ledge was 
not mot·e than ten feet from the lowet· gwuncl. 
Leavi11g the shrine, a fine two-masted 
schoo11er-one of the two already referred to 
-claimed attention. As I have said, it 
was lyi11g high and dry in a wheat field and 
was perfecLly uprigltt, seemingly very little 
damaged. Neatly painted, with trim cabins, it 
must have been a very handsome sea-boat, 
but it looks at the moment as if its ocean career 
had closed since it would be a \Vork of her-
culean proportio11A to again restore it to its na-
tive element. The schooners and junks inland 
formed, indeed, the most notahle feature of the 
effects of the wave. But the treatment was 
unequal. Most of the schoomrs had floated in 
gracefully on the tronbh'd waters and the wavP 
receding left them inshm·e, but still upright, 
and exhibiting few marks of distress. Not so 
the fishing junks. They were thrown up in all 
kinds of positions, some bottom upwards, 
others badly smashed, lying on their sides, and 
one we found in a fence. Nor did all the 
schooners come comparatively lightly off. 
One which we boarded had her bows split 
open, her decl\s ripped up, and bet· rudder 
and stern post carried away, while her 
bulwarks were dashed to fragments. 
The search for bodies was sWl going on, 
though the coolies, with a keen eye to profit 
by the misfortunes of theit· fellows, refused to 
work for less than fift,y cents a day, a refusal 
which betokens the exceeding callousness of 
the lower orders in .Japan. To-day some 
forty bodies have been recovere<1, hut, as the 
figures I have quoted show, the larger num-
ber are as yet unrecovered. Proceeding on-
ward, under the guidance of the two priests 
already referred to, we tnrned towards that 
portion of the town which was comparatively 
uninjured. The honses iuunediat,ely facing 
the sea were severely knoclled about, but they 
did not succumb, and ;;:eeing how the godown 
much nearet• the sea stood, it is highly prob-
able that a town !milt on the European plan 
would have escaped with relatively unimpor-
tant injuries. But in .T a pan that is, for 
perhaps a century, a t,hing impossible. 
Hence the cataclysms of nature must 
continue to exercise the maximum of destruc-
tiou. Beyond the houses was the school, and 
herein a temporary hospit,al had been estab-
lished. The supply of medicines was of the 
scantiPst but Surgeon l\lajor Saikei Tsuta-
uosuke, of Sendai, who had a very lwnonrahle 
record during the late war, was quickly dis· 
patched to the spot, anclwe found I tim busily at 
work in conjunction with lVIt'. Makino I\oji and 
oLlter a,;sistauts, affording sneh aid a.A his 
rnedical experience suggested despite the lack 
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of instruments and medicines. He received I that of the Girl's Festival. She had been 
us with great comtesy, and made a brief wedged in between some planks and was not 
address pointing out that a catastrophe so fonnd until the fourth day. Fortunately she 
overwhelming had found them totally nn- was physically unhurt tlwngh prostmted 
prepared. Assistance, however, was speedily 
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by terwr and exhaustion. Oue poor f<•llow, 
forthcoming and he believed that soon the wlw had b~>en rescued from the sea, was 
sufferers would have the advantage of frightfully injurecl about the head. A woman, 
all the comforts modern medical science the rest of bet· f<tmily having perished, waA 
could supply. He hoped the visitors would nursing her wountled hne1band, whose ghastly 
not forget the claims of the destitute upon visage foretold yet anothet· separation. But 
theit· sympathy. The speech was translated there is 110 need to eoutinue the list. The 
into French by Father ,Jacquet and Lhen again H11fferers were all patient, Lhere were no groans, 
translated into Euglisll by one of om party, no complaints. Before we retired from the 
thus affording uudenuelancholy circumstances huil11iug we left !t trifle fot' tile distressed, and 
a striking illustration of the cosmopolitan havi11g wit11essed the affliction of these poor 
character of foreigners in .Japan. The Doctor people we cnn only impress upon our readers 
also informed ns that there were 500 injured the necessity for mgent relief. All the hoatR 
men in the various llm;pitals, 150 attended t0 wiLh n few exceptions are smaRhed. The 
in their own homes and 50 in that buildiug. houses are but a memory and as winter will 
The wounds, he added, were chiefly inflicted be approaching before the towu can be even 
on the head, arms, aud thighs. We then pro· slightly restored the ueed for eharity is great. 
ceeded upstairs to where those most seriously As we wiLhdrew from the bnil<ling the 
ill had been conveyed. It was an agonizing Ma.yor, l\h. Hattori Hoju, having heard of 
sight. The rougb benches were arranged in our arrival, put in an appearance and with 
three lines and tl 1ere wet·e about thirty much politeness invited ns to the t.own office, 
patients. The first case was a shocking one, which, being situated on a hlnff ~ome fifty 
the man, about fort,y years of age, being feet high, enjnyed immunity from t,!Je tle-
dreadfully injured in the legs, breast and vastuting waters. It is an enchanting spot 
arms. Next lay a wowan and a daughter, the and the view would be clelightful hnt for that 
only survivors of a family of eight persons. blotch of brown beneath us whieh mutt•ly 
Neither, accoruiug to the Doctor, could hope 1 tells the tragic end of fom thousattd human 
to recover. 'l'hen there was a man with his : beings. 
foot battered and his head bandaged. He 1 
was the only one left of his family, yet iu 
THE MAYOR'S STORY. 
The Mayor invit.e<l us into the reception 
spite of his dreadful condition and hb room and when we \n;re all seated he, with 
agony of mind, he had the politeness to iutense emotion, gave us tile following nurra· 
bow his acknowledgments an.l faintly tive :-
breathe thanks to the strangers who had 
come from a great distance r,o sympathize 
with them in their mit~fortuues. Another 
case highly interesting was that of a young 
girl fourteen years of age, who l.md been visit-
ing the village, for the day of death was also 
l owe my life to the alacrity with which on 
the first outcry I ran np the hillside. On 
the night of the disaster I was in the 
towu having been invited by my friends to a 
dinner party. At 8.25 p.111. I heard, as I 
t.honght, eries of tire and a eonfused murmur-
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ing. The hillside being close at hand I 
rushed up lo see in what direction the 
flames were. The police station111aster, 
with whom I was diuing, came with me. His 
family consisted of six persons of whom fom 
were drowned. Some have told me that they 
felt premonitory shocl<s of earthq nake, hut if 
there were any such I did not not,ice tl1em. 
When I ran up the hill I had no thought 
of waves, only of fire, but when I got 
up about twenty feet I saw the honses 
falling down, and became for the first 
time aware that some disturbance of the sea 
had occurred. 'l'he noise was appalling. The 
second wave followed immediately on the 
first and swept the whole town, the third wave 
being less destructive. The waves ran from 
south.eaRt t.o llot·th·west.. I was so astonished 
at the disaster that I can give no more 
detailed account of what happened. The 
waves withdrew immediately. I hastened 
home to my family to assure them of 
my safety, and then collected my men 
to go to the rescue of those in dange1· of 
drowning. From the inrush of the first 
wave to the time the waters withdrew I should 
think not more than ten minutes elapsed. 
The day had been very wet, hut at the time 
of the disaster the weather had cleared, 
though the night was dnrl<. 
We next sought out the Vice-Mayor, Mr. 
Sasaki Yuray,o, wl10 spol<e as follows :-On the 
day of the disastet·, earthquake shocks were felt 
three times; hnt beyond those sltOcl<s, which 
were all weak, there was uothing to warn the 
people of the disaster. It was raining from 
about 6 a.m. till 4 a.m. the followiug day. 
1'he sky was dark and overcast, and there 
was fog over the sea; but this not being un-
usual to the place, no one suspected auy-
thing wrong. A bout, an hour lmd elapsed after 
the last shock I had felt, when the waves 
came on. The first swell swopt uveL· the 
town, smasl1ing all the houses engulfed, and 
carrying away some of the debris into the sea 
as it receded. A uothet• wave followed, complet· 
ing the work of destructiou, am1 bringing 
bacl( some of tl1e debris carried into the sea 
and finishing othe1· wreckage farther toward 
the hills. As many ltOuses had been carried 
into the sea, thouaauds of their inmates were 
lost in tbe bay, while others, less numerous, 
were either knocked down by falliug material 
or drowned in the waves. 'l'he cries for help 
were of course tremendous and frightful both 
on laud and sea, but they had not been 
raised until mauy houses had been carried 
away by the first wave. I suppose about 
eight or nine hundred died on land. The 
destruction was complete iu less than ten 
minutes. l\ly own house being uear the 
town office on an elevated portion of the 
town, my family and my self were fortunately 
all safe. Immediately after the waves had 
receded, the town office, whose buildings 
were untouched as you see, lost no time 
in collecting men and setting about rescue 
work. A few boats, which had been spared, 
were rowed out to rescue those floating 
on the debris in the sea. But then 
the fioaLing pillars and planks around the 
place, where the mines' pier had been, blocked 
the passage of the boats, aud it was tardy 
work to reach the people struggling in the 
water. Cries for help continued to Le heard 
from the sea fo1· about an hom. Several 
hundred persons were, however, taken out 
the sea m· from amidst the debris on 
land. Three physicians and one nurse are 
here from the Iwate branch of the ,Japan Red 
Cross Societ.y and two surgeons and eight ac· 
conntants from the Second Army Division at 
Sendai ; and more are expected. 'l'he police 
station having been destroyed by the waves, 
many policemen were injured and one of them 
perished. The policemen whom you see now 
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in the town at·e mostly from other places. Mt· .I 
Kanesaki, accountant of the town office, and 
his family were lost, their house having been 
lower down the hill, about mid-way between the 
office and Odo-gawa. Their remains, except I 
those of the accountant's wife, have not been 
recovered. Among public functionaries, one 
policeman and the accountant referred to 
above, and one member of the prefectural 
The damages given above are roughly 
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9,670 19,303 378,816 
6,700 6,200 47,080 
6,800 11,310 175,3!0 
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'l'otal ...... 4,790 426,228 110,185 23,220 36,843 601,266 
assembly, three of the town assembly, two of In order to show the magnitude of the 
the assemblies of the sections of the town, aud disaster we give below the census taken be-
three section chiefs, besides seven Navy and fore the disaster, assuppliedusbytheKamaishi 
Army men on the reserve list, were killed. N u- town office :-
merous families must have been totally lost, 
1 and as far as enquiries up to date (22nd inst.) 
show 40 families are ascertained to have fallen 
victims. The town was no doubt one of 
the most severely afflicted, but Toni-mura, 
where out of 270 houses only two have been 
saved, is probably the record-maker. Up to 
the 22nd, 704 dead bodies, which had 
remained unburied two days for identification, 
have been buried in two graves prepared for 
them near the Sekioji temple. More corpses 
have been recovered and remain for identifi-
cation. The total number of dead bodies dis-
covered ou land and sea is about 800. 
The Vice-l\Iay01·, after having given the 
above account of the disaster, furnished the 
following official toeturns up to the 22nd 
iust. :-
CASUALTIES AND DAMAGES IN MINAMIHEI-GUN. 
..,; d ~ d 
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cho. Oho. 
Kamaishi ... ·1,041 636 80 990 222.5 185.1 218 
Unosumai ... 1,061 28 310 294 13.0 135.0 32 
Odzuchi ...... 599 61 19 604 136.0 136.0 162 
Total ...... 5,701 725 {39 1,888 371.5 456.1 442 
No. of 
Houses. Population. 
Kamaishi ..•........ 1,105 6,529 
U nosumai ........... . 475 3,153 
Ozuchi ................ . 1,172 7,027 
HOW FATHER RISPAL DIED. 
I have ah·eady referred to the death of 
Abbe Rispal. Mr. Yoshida Kizo, a Japan-
ese preachet·, who followed him to Kamaishi 
and still remains there searching for the 
body of the unfortunate French missionary, 
told the following story :-
I belong to the Catholic mission, having Iwate 
prefecture in my charge. Recently I followed 
Abbe Rispal from Miyako to this town, where 
we arrived at dusk on the 15th inst. and put up 
at Niinuma Katoji's. 'l'he d!!-y was observed as 
1 the 5th-montlt-festi val day, and merriment was 
going on everywhere in the town. Scarcely 20 
minutes had elapsed after our arrival when a 
tremendous noise arose on the beach-side and 
was soon followed by the confused sound of 
people rushing out of doors and running in 
the streets. No cries were heard at fit·st, and 
I could not make out what it was. But the 
magnitude of the noise told me of the 
magnitude of the danger, though I knew 
not what that danger was. The doors of my 
inn were opeu, and I and Abbe Rispal were 
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down stairs. I rushed out of doors while [son anl1 son's wife. Among the guestH, 
Abbe Rispal was also on foot about ten i there was a party of men connected with the 
feet behind me. I do not !mow wheLher he i light-house business. 'l'hree of the party, 
followed me out to the street,;, but the night! including two appearing like artisans and 
was dark and rainy, and no one unacquainted, another like an engiueet·, had a miraculous 
with the town could tell the way. I being a i escape. They were up stairs, and carriel1 
nativeofJVIiyagi prefecture, had been frequently away by the waves with the house 
in this and other towns in the northern toward a large box-woOtl standing near a 
provinces, and knew perfectly well every shinto temple. As soon as they felt the 
narrow path in them. I run out at the top of twigs of the tree beneath they held them, 
speed and made toward the hill through a nar- and tied themselves to the bmuches with 
row sideway. 'fhere seveml hundred persons their git·dles. The water sttbsided, and they 
ct·owdedthe way ahead, and I thought fm· a were found thoroughly wet but safe on the 
moment of finding my way elsewhere, but there up pert part of the tree, which is as yoLl see 
was another lat·ge crowd behind me and I could about 30 feet high. From this it is evident 
move neither ahead nor behind. While in this that the waves were at least 30 feet high. 
dreadful suspense, I heat·d the cries of The roof of the house was founl1 about half. 
"\Vaves," '' \Vaves," and I became aware for 
the first time of the natme of the disas-
ter. In anothet· instant those behind 
me were mostly carried away by the waves, 
and the houses around were falling upon me. 
In order to avoid being caught in the debris 
by the sleeves, I tm·e off my clothes, and suc-
ceeded in reaching the hill. You would think 
several minutes had elapsed before I reached 
the hill. But all tllis was a matter of a 
minute. When I had reached the hill all 
the houses behind were completely wrecked, 
and the deln·is swinging to and fro on 
the water which covered the whole town. It 
is curious that I did not feel the water 
beneath me while rushing for the hill. In the 
excitement of the moment I might have lost 
my senses, bnt the greater probability is 
that water did not touch me at all being 
locked up fm· a time by the falling houses ou 
its way. I think the waves swept over the 
town three times. The family of Niimuma 
Ka.toji, at whose house I had put up, consist-
ing of ten persons, perished in the disaster, all 
except the master's u.gel1 mother and his 
a-mile away from the place where the house 
had stood. But the body of Abbe Rispal 
has not been discovered, and I presume 
he must have been carried off to the sea 
with the other wreclmge of the house. Some 
say they saw the priest swimming, but I 
much doubt how one could see another's 
action while so much water was on laud. If 
he had been carried into the sea, he probably 
lies still at the bottom as he had put on a heavy 
winter garment. As I have lost all my per-
sonal effects aud clothiugs, I live tww on my 
friends' charity, pending my retttrn home. I 
have almost despaired of ever finl1iug my 
deceasel1 friend's remains. Many say the 
waves continued for five to ten minutes, but 
I think they subsided in two minutes dming 
which brief intet·val they swept over the town 
three times. 
IN'rERVIEWS Wl'I.'H OTHER 
SURVIVORS. 
'fhere were other pet·sonalnu.l'l'atives equally 
thrilling. The landlady of an inn near the Iron 
Foundry belonging to Mr. 'I.'anaka's mines, 
the Suzuko-kwan, which, being situated on an 
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elevated portion of J{amaishi, enjoyed immu-
nity in common with the Iron Found1·y itself, 
told the followiug stm·y :-
I shudder to think of the disaster of 
the 15th inst. It was about an hour after 
sunset, when a tremendous noise such as 
would be produced by a thousa.ud thunders 
was heard in the dit·ection of the town. 
Shortly afterwards cries and shouts were 
heard. I conld not make out what it was, 
and thought it was pl'Obably an explosion of 
some sort. My neighbours and the people 
of the mine office ran towat·d the water-lock 
in the creel< leading into the compound of the 
mine office, and found to their great astonish-
ment the whole town, including a detached 
shop of the Foundry, swept awa.y by waves. 
The night wus dark, hut still the wrecl(-
age of hund1·eds of houses was seeu 
floating on the sea with numerous people 
on the debris m·ying for help. Those who 
were in shallower places near the shore 
made for the lock, atl.ractetl by the shouts of 
my neighbours. In the meantime thirty o1· 
forty persons, all nude, having torn off theit· 
clothes to avoid being caught by the debris, and 
mostly bruised and bleeding in several places, 
reached the lock and were soon taken np into 
the compound of the FOtmd•·y, where large 
gas jets were lighted in a shop to give 
warml,h to the sufferers. Among the sufferers 
thus 1·escuecl, sevet·al women fondly carried 
their babes who had alt·e1tdy expired. One 
woman and he1· babe, having swallowed much 
water, were very much exhausted. The 
woman was almost fainting, but still held the 
babe tightly in her arms, refusing to baud it 
over to any one. 'rhey wet·e both kindly 
nursed, and though the woman recovered 
aftet• a time her child expired. The people 
of the Found•·y and othe1· neighboms as-
sembled around the suffe1·et·s, un<l liberally 
gave them food and artioles of clothing, with· 
out in the least minding the va.lue of some 
of the articles which they hall held dear. 
In the face of the severe sufferings they had 
to strip themselves for the sake of the suf-
ferers. Thus shown every l<indness, the 
rescued sufferers we1·e saved from hunger 
and cold, but the people of the Found1·y 
and othet· ueighbOtu·s are now as poot· as the 
sufl'erers thbmselves, and many of them have 
nothing left except bed-clothes, even well-to-
do men attending their business in misemble 
apparel. My house also contributed several 
bales of rice, out of our sc1tnt.y stock, aucl I 
stl'ipped even my own children of their cloth-
ing. I could not help feeliug deeply when 
my innocent child1·en cried out, bitterly he-
wailing the loss of their choicest clothes. I 
had had more than 70 relations in the town 
of l{amaishi, but they at·e now all gone, and 
theh· remains have not been recovered. 
Seizo, a fishenmm, said : On the day of the 
disaster I was out fishing about th1·ee 1·i off 
the shore. A large swell of the s.ea having 
set in, I threw off my fishing apparatua and 
pulled with all my might. I succeeded in rid-
ing over the first swell, but another swell fol-
lowed, and I pulled again till I ner.rly gave out. 
My oar would not obey me, as the disturbance 
uplifted the boat from the other end, anc I 
was thol'Oughly exhausted when the receding 
waves again threatened to ca1·1·y away my 
boat. It was a question of life o1· death, and 
exhausted as I was I bestirred myself once mm·e 
and was at last enabled to return to the shore 
in safety. On reaching the shot·e, I found the 
terrible effects of the waves I had ridden 
through. My house, being on the bluff, was 
fortunately spared and my family were safe. 
But many of my friends and relations are now 
gone. One policeman whom I know was 
carried by the waves to l\1atsuba1·a on the 
opposite sho1·e untl severely injnred in 
his legs. Besides houses, many Ol' most of 
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thejnnks and other boats here were smashed, at pt·esent, bnt they may starve at any mo-
m· sent ashore. Among them there are two meut if the supply ft·om other districts be cut 
two-masted schooners, about 100 tons each, off owing to stot·ms or ether causes. Though I 
which are seen stauding on the paddy myself am uot !t sufferer ft·om the disaster, I am 
field slightly injured. One neat·er to the 1 kept quite busy in maldng provisions for the 
beach is the Kinoyene-maru, and the other I aftlicted, and I have had no time to change 
is the ('homHnM'lt. They belong to the my clothes siuc" my arrival here. One curious 
proprietot· of the Kamaishi mines, who story may he mentioned here. Ranga Tome, 
has nine other schooners similar to them. an 11-year-old girl ofShirahama, who had been 
People Stty that 500 yen is enough to put the visiting her ft·iends here, wa:; carried away by 
stmnded schooners to sea again. the waves and found four days later 
:Mt·. Ichinokura Kwan-ichi, headman of beueaLh the debt·is on land wedged safely 
Nishihei-gun and Minamihei-gun, whose office between two chests of drawers. She was of 
is in Touo and who had come to Kamaishi course gt·eatly exhausted from want of food, 
immediately after the tlisaste•·, spoke as bnt not injnred. She has soon t·ecovered, hut 
follows:- her relations in Shimlmma and in Kamaishi 
Of the numerous snffering survivors, there have mostly perished. 
are only seven persons who do not Jive 011 the Such are some of the stories told to Ul:l of 
public relief. Other~ are give11 from the town ~hat night of agony. As I looked over the 
office four go of t•ice per head evet·y day, with- scene of desolation and of death I tried to 
out distiMtion of their menus, as the rich and picture the town as it stoOll. But out of that 
poor are equally suffering from the want of formless waste the imagination refused to 
necessaries. Indiscriminate relief will be erect even the semblance of a town that had 
given for thirty days, at the end of which been. I have now before me, however, a 
period discrimuination will be made accord- photograph of the l{amaishi of ,J nne 14th ; 
ing to the result of i11vestigations into und by contrast one of Kamaishi on the 16th 
theh· respective means or sonrces of sup- J nne. The two pictures tell the story infini-
port. Old and young who have no oue tely more vividly than words. In the first 
to depend upon will be provided for out of the picture there is the long, low pier, a solid look-
poor-fund consisting of national, prefectural I ing stmcture, built to all appearance to 
and town rates. Ouly a few orphaus have I bid defiance to the wildest storms. The 
been left, most of the children of the aftlicted houses are built close dowu to the watet·'s 
families having perished, but thet·e are more edge and are densely packed, the three or 
helpless old folks than children. The greatest four godowns with their whitened exteriors 
loss inflicted upon the town is thatofthesalmon j standing out almost as prominently amid the 
fishery in the OJogawa (otherwise called: dull grey of the roofs as they now stand 
Segawa) where salmon amounting in value to solHal'y amid general destruction. 'fwo schoo-
10,000 yen have been taken nnHually. 'fhe ners are lying at the pier and many others 
local mte collected from this Rource alone occupy the harbom·. On the right, looking 
has tunounte«l to 1,600 yeu tl year. The river, seaward, the town is bordet·ed by a rivet· 
bed having been damaged by the waves, there I which in ordinary years yields a handsome 
will be no fishery there at least, dnriug Lhe 
1
, revenue from the salmon to IJe found iu its 
year. 'fhe survivors are not iu want of dee waters. 'l'his year it is do11btful if any salmon 
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will enter the river at all, and if they do there far advanced that it seems to us it would 
will be few fisherman to take advantage of have been wiser, from a sanitary point of view, 
their presence. to ha~e proceeded at once with interment. 
By the time onr interviews were finished it And the question also arises whether it 
was already dar!( and we returned to the rooms would not be well to pmify by fire all the 
at the inn so kindly furnished to us through the debris remaining. 'l'he townspeople have a 
courtesy of the officials of the Kamaishi sentimental objectiou to ct·emation, but surely 
Foundry. The room was one set apart for it would be better to risk slight unpleasant-
Count Itagald who was expected to visit the ness than a serious epidemic. And there can 
town in the course of the next few d~tys. Pro vi- be little doubt that unless some very 
sions of course were very scarce, hut the landlady stringent measures are adopted an epidemic 
did her utmost with the scanty means at her is iuevitahlP, for the number of workers is 
disposal to make us comfortable, and as those totally inadequate to the task of turning 
means included some fl'esh trout and rice, over all the wreckage and removing the 
and we had brought some tinned meats we corpses in time to prevent putrefac-
fared so admirably that it seemed almost like tion. Already when we arrived the odour 
inhumanity to be so well provided for of decay was sufficiently perceptible. I 
when scores of poor creatures were ou the do not say this in any carping spirit. 
verge of starvation. The repast over two of The officials are makiug almost super-
us sauntered once again towards the ruined human efforts to accomplish their task, and are 
town. The bay, lit by moonlight was a exhibiting a self-denial highly creditable, but 
beautiful scene, but it was horror not beauty rememberiug how greatly the towns in the 
that fascinated us. Heart.s of :flint could not but Gifn district gained by being cleansed 
sympathize with the homeless crouching by the by fit·e after they had been demolif:lhed 
over tul'lled houses, and the mourners still by an earthquake, I should think that 
turning over the debris seeking the remains for the safety of the living it would be 
of a loved one. Although fatigued it was best to adopt the most effective means of 
very late w!1en we at length retired. cremating the dead. 
THE SEARCH FOR THE DEAD. Having again viewed the town we walked 
At an early hour we were again abroad. to the Kencho, the Mayor having promised to 
The artist, a member of our party, who place at onr disposal one of the few remain-
had torn himself from an enthnsiatic ing boats in order that we might cross the 
study of the peaceful iris, to note the bay and inspect some villages which had been 
incideuts in this great human tragedy, very severely treated. 
was busy with his pencil. Large nntn- It was a beautiful morning, with a strong 
bers of police, reinforcements ha viug arrived sea breeze and a clear sky. The boat we were 
from various towns, were directing the labours to take had first to be cleared of the wreckage 
ofanumberof coolies and all the local officials with which it was lumbered. That done we 
were again har<l at work. The dead, soon pushed through the debris that lined tbe 
aR they were recovered, were taken to shore and turned the boat's head to 
the mortuary, and kept thet·e a day for Ut·eishi. The village was sitnatecl on the 
purposes of identification. Bnt the feat.ures opposite shore to Kamai~hi nncl wa.s built 
were so distorted and decomposition so I on a long and narrow beach of white 
I 
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sand. The houses terminated abruptly to 
the south, where further extension was stayed 
by a bold precipitous Jwadland. There had 
been bnt one long street-still t.raceable 
amidst the ruins. In this small fishing-hamlet 
165 people had met death. With the excep-
tion of half a dozen houses nothing remained 
but broken timber. The village must have 
seemed absolutely safe from all encroachment 
of the sea. From the headland jutted a line 
of rocks forming a natural breakwater of 
some eighty to a hundred yards in extent. Yet 
so terrific was the rush of water that in some 
cases these rocks had been broken in two and 
toppled over into the sea. .A tiny iulet ran al-
most parallel with the shore, affording an easy 
means of access for boats returning ft·om fish-
ing. But most of the boats are broken to 
fragments and their remnants scarcely distin-
guishable fl'Om those of the shattered dwellings 
with which they are mixed. One boat re-
poses quiet.Jy in the forked branches of a tree. 
In front of two houses, which had survived, a 
two-masted junk was piled up, and the thrifty 
survivors had already begun building houses 
around it, giving the junk the appearance of 
l1aving sailed over their roofs. Here as else-
where the search for bodies was actively in 
progress, and the water inshore was choked 
with lmnll's and fragments. It was the story 
of l{amaishi in miniature. 
Turning the boat's head, we pulled along 
the coast, a remarkably rugged one, broken 
up into tiny coves, and hays, and clothed in 
lnxuri!tnt verdure. U nde1· less meltmcholy 
auspices the excursion would have beml iu 
every sense delightful but we had not pro-
ceeded far before we were grimly reminded 
of the catastrophe that had transformed a 
town into a graveyard. The waters were 
rock strewn and as we weut inside a 
line of reefs, we passed a pretty cove iu 
whose deep blue waters were mingled opal 
shadows from the overlmnging cliffs. And 
there in the breakers, foaming whiLe ovet• 
the jagged rocks, was the dead body of a young 
woman. The corpse, which lay face down-
ward, was absolutely devoid of clothing, and 
the chtmour of the boatmen was for a moment 
hushed as we realized that we were in the pre-
sence of death. Then followed a consultation. 
We were bound for Shirahama, three ri distant. 
To tow the body there and back would be 
inhuman, to leave it seemed a callous act, 
to return to Kamaishi and then resume our 
journey would thwart our plans for reaching 
Yokohama. We hailed a boat at a distance, 
but its occupants either ignored or misinter-
preted our signs. Finally we decided to pro-
ceed to Shirahama, rescuing the body as we 
came back. After all to leave it two or three 
hours more or less in that quiet cove could 
imply uo disrespect to the dead. 
Steering wide to pass a peninsula of black, 
basaltic rocks, thrown up in fantastic 
shapes by volcanic agency and their bases 
polished smooth by the rl'stless tide, which 
surges ceaselessly through the liarrows, we 
found ourselves on a charming indentation of 
the bay, encircled by green hills, which, stop-
pmg short of the shore, raised their fir-clad 
summits over a picturesque village, the village 
of Heida. 'l'he wave here had been less dis-
astrous. 'l'he frowning pillars of rock brol{e 
the fury of its onslaught, and out of 512 
residents only 75 were drowned. The num-
ber is large enough, but it is small by com-
parison with what we had seen and were yet 
to see. The village was half-demolished, but 
to describe its appearance is only to repeat 
what has been already too-often depicted. 
Out at the entrance to the bay stand tall 
pinnacles of rock white capped. Illaccessil!le 
Lo human beings tl1ey furnish to the sea-L!irds 
a home. On the right, where the shore curves, 
they stand across aud furnish to the inlet a 
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barrier to the tumultuous waves of the Pacific. 1 earthquake but I did not feel them. The first 
The heaving waters as we approach are brown wave came in on the right with a temewlons 
with wreckage, and as we thread the circuitous roar, and carded many of the houses iuLo Llw 
passages the air is laden with au odour sea. The second came ft·om the len and tile 
that is penetrating. Scattered amo11gst third from the front. h di<luot reacll me as 
the drifting timbers are putrefying bodies of [I was at the baclt of the village. Neal'!y all 
horses and oxen, whose presence can be de-l my rehttions perished." 
tected loug ere their carcasses cau be seen. " What will become of the rice-fields and 
The white-tipped rocks lntve given to Shira- the pt·operty that is left?"-" The relatives of 
hama its name. Its beach is crescent shaped the d0ad will come here to take possession." 
and the shore shelves quiekly. 'J'here is lesR "But will they not feat· another tidal wave?"-
debris on the land than elsewhere and onlv "O!J ItO, His not likely that another will occur 
two houses stand intact. Ont. of 478 it;. here. I have !mown none for forty yeat·s." 
l.tabita11 ts 381 are mtsAmg, thil'ty are W<! tt·ied to press a little mouey on om· 
in tlw hospital at Kamaishi, and the infot·maut but iu vain. Money, he said, 
others have not recovered from stnpe- could buy him nothing. As to talking to 1ll8 
faction. Here the waves swept with piti- of the disaster that was all that filled l1is 
less fury. The first came in fl'Om the thoughts. He wished to talk of nothiug else. 
right, the second from the left and, meet- \V e left Sbiraham1L more sa<ldened, I think, 
ing at the back of the village, carried most of than at any othet' of the sights we had 
the houses and the dwellers into the sea. lt witnessed. All sympathy seemed so useless 
is an awkward place to land at any time, and to the bet·eaved. Nature here had been so 
with so much driftwood afloat it is doubly so. ruthless, so relentlesely cruel. With some 
Hence very carefully and not without risk of difficulty we again boarded the boat and set 
a drenching could we set foot on that out on the retum journey. As we neared 
devasted shore. Only a dozen persons were Heida, Mr. Morphy's keen eyes detected 
in sight, and, one of them, wild-eyed, Utldet' the cliffs, rising and falling with the 
maddened with grief, came up to us gesti- tide another bleached object which proved 
culating furiously. "Why," he asked, "had to be !t second body, that of a little git·l some 
we come there to mock at him in his grief? three years of age. It likewise was naked, 
Had he not suffered sufficiently that foreign- and floating on its back, t.he stomach fl'ight-
ers should thus intrude themselves to mal1e fully distended. Its tiny armA wet·e fluug 
more poignant his misery?" We tried to back and its little hands tightly clenched. 
appease him but in vain. He would uot Decay !tad reduce<l the face to blotches 
believe our expressions of sympathy. I re- so that the feattll'es were unrecognis-
ally think his opinion was that we had come able. Having lashed it to t!te side of the boat, 
to find pleasure in his calamities. and covered it with a mat, we returned to 
A CRIPPLE'S NARBATIVE. where the other corpRe had lain. It wtts still 
But Wakamatsu, a cripple, was mot·e com- thet·e. TlJ,, hair was fastened with a common 
munioati ve. •· I was bom here," he said, comb, and the powdered cheeks suggested that 
"and am forty years old. Never before has the deceased girl had resorted to art to aid the 
the sea done us damage. I was iu the street attractions of natm·e. We landed at U reishi, 
and was told that there were two shocks of! leaving the boatmen to take the bodies on to 
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Kamaishi, and to continue their jests, for these 
rude fishern:an could jest with death. 
This ended om· visit to the devastated dis-
tricts. What we saw was typical of what had 
happened over a coast-line of 170 miles. 
Except that at l{amaishi the destruction was 
more complete, there was no difference in the 
result, and it could serve no good purpose to 
continue to view suffering we coul<l not 
alleviate or to iterate a description which one 
word could embody. 
'l'HE RE'l'URN .TOURNEY. 
Yokohama, J nne 26th. 
At 2.30 our inspection of Kamaishi and 
the villages in the immediate vicinity was 
completed. To reach the next town of con-
sequence would have meant another day's 
travelling, and perhaps a three days' longer 
journey allowi11g a day to view the destrac-
tion. But since we could not relieve distress 
and the mere repetition of horrors could 
neither be of advantage to us not· fnrnish 
information for our readers, we decided to 
return. \Ve had covered in two days what 
we had been solemnly warned would take a 
week to accomplish, and now to avoid further 
loss of time determined to attempt to 
reach Hauamaki in Lime to catch the train at 
7.30 in the evening. It was no light 
journey as will pre8eutly be understood. 
We hall riseu at six o'elock aud siuce tl1en 
had been co11tinually on the move, but 
nevertheless we prepared for a night expedition 
which should make a record fmm Kamaisbi to 
Hanamaki, and ·;ve succeeded. At three 
o'clock the iron foundt·y was reached, but the 
Manager, who had been so obliging, was so 
anxious for us to look over the works 
that au hour was spent which should have 
been occupied in sleep. Kamaishi gets its 
name from J(allla a cauldron and ishe a stone. 
To-day some twenty-five tons of pig-iron are 
produced from the smelting works. A few 
years ago this output was greatly exceeded, 
and perhaps in days to come the supply will be 
still greater. The quantity, however, is suf-
ficient to keep a large number of men employed, 
and the employees are kept as busy and seem as 
intelligently interested in their work as the 
men employed in any Swansea foundry. If 
anything tl1ere is perhaps a little less bustle. 
Our inspection of the works was too brief to 
provide materials fot· adeq nate description. 
Iudeed the arduous nature of the undertaking 
was the chief thought, aucl we were 
not sorry when at four o'clock we bade the 
kindly officials good-bye and set out for 
Ohashi, a special car having again been 
provided. 
Arriving at the starting point of the tram, 
we founcl, much to our chagrin, that there 
were only two horses available though five 
were needed. The two, however, would suffice 
to carry our baggage and we were just re-
signed to tramping the eight ri to Tono, over 
the mountain passes, when an official of the 
Communications Department came to our assis-
tance and by his aid we secured the uecessary 
horses, though at a greatly increased charge. By 
the time the negociations had been completed 
and the horses saddled it was eight o'clock. 
A heavy Scotch mist veiled the mountain and 
wettec1 us with a fine warm rain. Nothing 
daunted, we commenced the ascent. It 
was a toilsome climb, and how the horses 
could pick their way is a mystery. At 
times a light bl'eeze would swirl down 
the gorge, momentarily dispelling the mists 
and revealing a yawning precipice down 
which anyone must inevitably fall should the 
horses make the slightest slip. But familiarity 
had bred confidence aml the confidence was 
uot misplaced. That ride t>eemed terribly 
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I long, yet discomforts like pleasures have an j never be reached, or hdd the guides 
end, and after an hour and a half of,. missed their way? At last in the dis-
climbing, during which some of the party. tance straggling lights appeared. We were 
were actually nodding, the summit of the nearing a town. Then dimly could be 
Sennin Toge was regained. There all save one seen the outline of the dismantled parapet 
dismouuted, for nothing would tempt the others of the ancient castle, and at 2.20 we 
to ride down. The trip down the hillside was drew up a second time at the Taka-
a scramble, it could not be dignified by the hashi Inn. For a few minutes, that 
name of a walk. Fortunately by the time seemed hours, the men knocked for admis-
we reached the foot the olouds had cleared sion and knocked in vain. But after a 
a.ud the ravine was flooded by limpid moon- time the amado were :flung back, somewhat 
light. Here the forest was entered and the reluctantly I thought, and we entered. 
coolies, guiding theit· horses, carried torches. Mine host was in a dilemma. The inn was 
It was a novel experience, travelling through filled with fifty nurses and doctors of the Red 
such wooded depths at night. In the Cross Society proceeding to the scene of 
darkest places the coolies kuock theit· torches disasteL·. All the rooms save one small one 
against the tree trunks, emitting a shower of were occupied. We solved the difficulty by 
sparks. 
The woods were silent save for the bab-
bling of the brook, but the hells worn on 
the horses' necks, believed to be placed there to 
prevent them falling asleep, forbade the silence 
being oppressive. When nt last we emerged 
into the plain, all were ready for a walk, and 
mile after mile in the moonlight the party 
trudged over hill and dale until some half hour 
after midnight wearied limbs craved even the 
uneasy rest of the awkward saddle. Then for 
two hours we knew what fatigue meant. To 
sleep was to fall off. Yet ever and anon 
the head would dmop and curious dt·eams 
:flash through the jaded brain, until a lurch 
as the horse trod on a loose boulder, or 
stepped down a foot, would awaken one to 
the sense of insecurity. In vain pinching 
ourselves and even singing were tried. Bot.h 
alike were futile. So drowsily, half sleep-
ing, half terrified lest we should find 
ourselves :flung off the saddle, we crawled 
along towards Tono. The moon went 
down behind the western peaks, casting 
strange shadows over the plains ani!. vales. 
Still the horses lumbered on. Would Tono 
agt·eeing to lie down in a passage if futon were 
furnished. These wet·e promptly forthcoming 
and aftet· swallowing a cup of tea-we were 
too much exhausted to wait for anything else 
-we flung ourselves down, not even undress-
ing and were at once asleep. 
At seven o'clock all were ready to pmceed. 
A hastily-swallowed breakfast, a brief chat 
with a photographer and orders given for 
pictures, and the party were once more 
on the road, having telegraphed to Hana-
mald for ricksha to meet us at Miya-
mori. The latter town was reached 
at 12.30, we having walked several mile;:;. 
But there were no ricksha. What was 
worse, the pack horses there had no 
futon for the saddles. A hunied lunch nml 
at 1.30 we were starting for the last lap. 
We were assured that we could reach Hana-
mald easily by 6.30. One of the party was ac-
commodated with a ricksha owing to the arrival 
of Messrs. Kirby and Jessop, who had come so 
far by bicycle, a ricksha taking their luggage. 
Mr. Jessop being very unwell, they could pro-
ceed no further and returned, which I think 
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was fo1· them a not altogether regrettable I Dr. Cleveland and Dl·. Worden, who with 
circumstance, seeing that the road for a I Rev. A. A. Bennett left Yokohama on Friday 
bicycle beyond Miyamori is almost impassable. i night for the devastated districts to dispense 
Walking most of the way, Tsnchizawa was i t·elief funds. Both letters are dated Shizn-
entered at 4.30. And there a few disagt·eeable! kawa, Saturda.y, 10.30 p.m. Dr. Cleveland 
moments were experienced for the men coolly\ writes: We arrived here at niue o'clock. 
asserted tha~. the_ horses could 110t c~tt-ry us ~~ This mom we went to the Kencho at S. endai 
to Hanamaln Ill tnne to catch the trau1, and and they were very kind, giving us maps and 
that would mean the loss of a day. In their, information and letters of introduction to the 
own imperturbable way they added that by I officials here and at other points. They also 
walking we might possibly do it. The horses ~~sent a telegram ahead for jinrikisha or we 
could carry our baggage but not us I Now we could not have reached here to-night. We 
had ~alked fifteen n_1iles already,. only _four i arrived here in a rainstorm, but found a good 
hour a sleep were obtamable the prevwus mght, I place to put up. The lower floor of this 
and here were a dozen miles to be tramped at house was und~r water. In one family all 
the rate of rather over four miles an hour. And I were drowned except a five-year-old child. 
the twelve miles might be fourteen for aught 
any of us knew. It was anything but inviting, I Dr. Worden says in his letter: We have 
and the rain was falling steadily. But English-! just arrived here and have enjoyed an ex-
men do not like to give in, so telling the men i cellent supper. The rain is pouring and we are 
to hurry on with the baggage and getting a glad of shelter. The journey here from Nitta 
couple of bottles of beer, which were stowed in was made partly on foot ana partly by jin-
the ricksha, we set out on the twelve mile rikisha. The Kencho people at Sendai tele-
walk. I doubt if the rickshamen evel' saw graphed to Nitta for jinrikisha to meet us, 
foreigners move so quickly. H was hilly hut they came late. After we had engaged 
and they could not keep up with us. jinrikisha and had gone a mile or more we 
In the first hour we covered over six miles met the jinrikisha telegraphed for and changed, 
and finally arrived at the station, saturated, and went on to a small village, where we had 
but with a quarter of an hour to spare. I lunch. Then to our surprise the jinrikisha-
know one of the party who had a very bad five men refused to go further and we set out on 
minutes after that tramp, but once in the foot. We were followed by a policeman, who 
train the hardships were forgotten. We had 
done in five days what it was said would 
take a fortnight, and but fot· tho rough riding 
and au occasional wetting, the travelling 
experiences were excee<lingly pleasant. Only 
the pleasure was marred by painful memories, 
fol' those sights in Kamaishi are impressed 
indelibly 011 the brain. Nature's crnelties are 
so terribly appalling. 
NEWS FROM THE FOREIGN 
COMMISSION. 
finally founrl jinrikishamen for us, and we 
came on to this place. The road was through 
and over mountains, and at the summit we 
passed through a tunnel and at this side 
fount1 a tea-house. '.fhe stories that we have 
listened to of the tidal wave are heart-rending. 
The wave was 30ft. high. ;Just before the 
wave there were two reports like those of 
heavy cannon. In five minutes the wave 
had done its awful work. Some villages 
were destroyed. We expect to stay here to-
Letters have reached Yokohama from Revs. monow. 
ACCOUNTS FROM VARIOUS 
SOURCES. 
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I gun, more than 900 lh·es; Noda, 259 lives, 
I 
more than 90 houses being smashed ; Ube, 
1~0 lives, 48 houses being smashed ; Taneichi 
IN IWATE PREFECTURE. , in Kitakunobe-gun, 100 lives, 40 houses 
The following official reports from I wate-f being destroyed; Samuraihama, more than 100 
ken have been received :- I lives lost, 500 houses being smashed; Omoto 
June 17th, 6.40 p.m.-In the town of in Kitahei-gun, 130 houses and 3,567 lives; 
Kamaishi, 1\linamihei-gnn, 5,000 persons 11 and Shimanokoshi, more than 80 lives. 
have perished. In Ozuchi, Ando and J{irildri, Reports to hancl show that throughout the 
more than 500 houses have been washed Iwate prefecture more than 14,000 lives have 
away, and 600 persons have died. In been lost and 4,000 houses desttoyetl, the 
Kuwagasaki and Miyako, Higashihei-gun, number of injured being not yet ascertained. 
818 houses have been destroyed and 81 persons According to the opinion of the Governor 
killed; aud in Sokei-mura 100 houses have of Iwata prefecture expressetl at an interview 
been crashed, while in Taro-mnra and Otobe- the number of those killed by the recent wave 
mura all the houses except two have been is feared to exceetl 16,000 in that prefecture 
washed away. Only three or four houses have alone. 'rhe height of the wave when it came 
been spared in Funalwshi-mum. The greater rolling with a tremendous noise is said to 
portions of Yamada and Osawa have been have been as much as eighty feet at some 
carried away by the waves, while only a few places. All the local officials are busily 
lwuses now remain in Omolo, I{itahei-gun. engaged in supplying foocl to the survivors 
Jfudai-mm·a lost 56 houses. and the despatch of physicians, nurses, &c. 
June 18th, 9.15 a.m.-By Sakari in yester- Lat,er reports from the Governor oi I wale 
day's telegram was meant the villages in the prefectme put the number of deaths at 22,186, 
vicinity of Sakari, including Ofunado, Aka- injured at 1,244 and houses destroyed at 5,080. 
saki, Massaki, Hirota and other coast villages, The Chief of the Miyako Police Station, 
where more than 4,000 persons have Iwata prefectnre, reports as follows: About 
been killed and 2,000 houses washed away. 9 o'clock p.m. on the 15th, simultaneously 
An official report from I wate-ken, dated J nne with two shocks of earthquake, roaring waves 
19th, 11.20 a.m., says : According to later came upon the shore four times and the towns 
reports, in Yamada, Higashihei-gun, more of 1\liyako and Kumagasaki were completely 
than 660 houses have been washed away, and bmied under the furious billows. Men, womeu, 
more than 200 pe1·sons drowned. Fire having awl childt·en were either swept away by 
broken out from one of the crashed houses, waves or cmshed by falling debris, and 
several casualties have been caused on that their cries for l1elp were pitiful and 
account. In Osawa, all the houses except heart reuding in the extreme. All the houses 
three have been washed away, casnlties being at Kamagasaki and one-third of those at 
very numerous. Orilmsa has lost 200 houses Miyako were washed away. With great 
and 200 lives ; Funakoshi, 94 houses difficulty the police succeeded in rescuing 
and 450 lives; Tanohama, all its houses ; some twenty or thirty persons from the waves. 
Oura, 50 houses; Taro, 1,400 lives, survivors The fierceness with which the waves raged 
being all more or less injured ; Omobe, ISO almost defies description aml as the night was 
houses and 700 lives ; I{uji in Minatnikunohe· pitch d~trk the rescuing pal·ties experienced 
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immense disadvantages in theit· work. In 
1
/ received in Tokyo by J\lh. Tanaka Chobei, 
one family of thirteen persons at I\amagasaki proprietoL' of the Kamaishi Iron Mines, 
not a soul lias survived the catastrophe and 1 from a friend of his at Kamaishi, which is 
many similar cases will be found as investiga- I oue of the most terribly afll.icted dis-
tion:; progress. At Taro-mura, after the i tricts :-I thought thet·e would have been 
disaster a single house was to be seen. many people injut·ed by the wave, but as it 
The Jiji's correspondent telegmphs from was pitch dark at the time I could not pro· 
Morioka under date 20th :-The afll.icted ceed furthet• to rescue them. I piled up 
localties in Iwate prefecture are seven towns 
and twenty-eight villages, and the number of 
houses demolishe!l is 5,030; deaths, 25,043, 
and injm·ed 1,344, which are divided as 
follow :-Kisen distriet: houses dest1:oyed, 
1,560; lives lost, 6,380. Minami-hei district: 
houses destroyed, 1,664 ; lives lost, 9,134; 
injured, 778. Higashi-hei district: houses 
destroyed, 1,238 ; lives lost, 7,121 ; injured, 
882. Kita-hei district: houses clestroyed, 243; 
lives lost, 1,037 ; injurt>d, 16. Minami Knnohe 
district : houses destroyed, 245 ; lives lost, 
188; injmed, 68; and Kittt Knnohe dis-
trict: houses destroyed, 80; lives lost, 247. 
Morioka, J nne 20th.-Over 60,000 sufferers 
from the recent disaster are on the verge of 
stat·vatiou, but as transport facilities are quite 
insufficient 500 kokn of rice are to be pur-
chased from Halwdate and brought here by 
steamer. The miserable condition of the 
survivors is almost indescribable. 
Morioka, June 21st.-Ohamberlaiu Higashi-
zono, who was has been despatched by His 
Majesty to inspect the devastated localities, 
left here this morning fot· Kisen district wearing 
sandals and leggings. A company of Engineers 
detailed from the Sendai Army Division has 
arrived here and soon left for Miyako. Mr. 
Misaki, of the Local Administration Bureau, 
arrived here this morning and lefG fot• 
Sakari-machi, 
fire-wood and set fire to the heap, and a large 
number, having perceived the light, came to 
the spot. Some of them were severely injured 
while others juBt emerged from the watery 
tomb as the result of hat·d struggles and 
seemed to be quite exhaust,ecl. Cries for 
help were heard from some distance but 
nothing could be done fot· them, and those 
who raised the cries had to be left to 
their fate. When the day lll'oke it was 
discovered that with the exception of about 
fifty houses in an elevated portion of the 
town all the t·esidences and storehouses bad 
been demolished, while many !lead bodies and 
people dying lay behind. The pier was 
washed away, only part of the supports being 
left. The sailing-vessel Olwan- mam was 
found in the field some distance ft·om the 
shore and the S!timmei- mam, with fire· 
wood on bon.rd, was washed ashm·e neat· the 
Yaknshi 'remple, while the l(ompirrt-mant, 
another sailing ship wiLh il'Dn, was lying 
on the sand undamaged. 
At Ryoishi, a village in the vicinity 
of Kamaishi, containing 900 inhabitants, 
only fifty surviverl the catastrophe. 
Kamaishi, J nne 19th (delayed in transmis· 
sioli).-H having been cliscovered that over 
150 survivors of the calamity of 15th at·e on 
the Island of 1\finuki, about five mileR from 
Kamaisld, June 20th.-Three Army sur- the shore, they are being rescued. 
geons have arrived lwre from Sendai 11nd are [ The .fiji 8himpo·.~ corre~pondent, telegraph· 
attemling to the iujuret1. • i••;;- from Kuji, I wate prefectnre, nnder date 
'fhe following extract is made from a letter I 19th, savs :-At a quarter paRt 9 o'clock on 
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the 15th a violent shock of earthquake 
was felt and then within 13 minutes rum-
bling noises were twice heard. At half-
past 9 a tremendous report as of the firing 
of cannon was heard in the direction 
of the sea and suddenly a wave about 50 feet 
in height rushed in, but the water retreated in 
5 minutes. As soon as the water subsided 
the firemen (though in this case they had to 
fight water) and all the people of Y oka-
machi hastened to the scene to render 
assistauce but in the Stygian darkness of the 
night their labours were oflittle avail. They 
had to run to and fro guided by the groans of 
injured issuing from different parts of the sh01·e. 
Some of the injured died when aid arrived, 
while others were too weak to swallow the res-
tora.tives given to them and soon breathed their 
last. The survivors are those who had 
escaped to the hill neat· by and those who 
had been caught between timbers and were 
luckily saved. Some of those who took re-
fuge in the hill had had no food for three days 
before they were discovered. The bodies of 
those drowned, covered with matting, are stiil 
piled here and there on the shore. Decom-
position has already set in and an offensive 
odour is emitted. 
The following are the latest returns pre-
pared by the Police Board of I wate prefecture 
regarding the number of lives lost, houses 
destroyed, etc., in the prefectnre, but it is 
probable that the numbers will be increased 
as the result of further investigatious :-Lives 
lost, 23,416; injured, 4,505; houses destroyed, 
5,434; houses partially destroyed, 621. 
Sakari, June 22nd.-Owiug to want of rice 
and medicine, the officials are collecting these 
necessaries in the vicinity of this town. Some 
people ask exorbitant pl'ices for them, while 
others refuse to sell. The Headman of Ako-
saki-mura is very unpopular and is denounced 
for his alleged coolness and want of activity 
in succouring the distressed people. 
According to the story of fishermen who 
were on the sea about 6 miles from the coast 
of Kesen district at the time the wave dashed 
along the coast, they noticed nothing nu-
usual, and those who were within 2 miles 
only observed the distut·bance caused by 
white waves and had no idea that such ter-
rible havoc was being wrought. When they 
were nearing the shore they discovered what 
they considered to be a big fisli. On approach-
ing, it turned out to be a Loy of eight years, 
sitting on mattiug, who was being carried out 
to the sea by the receding tide. The poor hoy 
was soon picked up and although he had not 
been injured he could hardly utter a word in 
consequence of the severe strain on his uerves 
caused by fright. Another fisherman picked 
up three children drifting out to the sea and 
one of them proved to be his own son. 
The latest detailed statistics of casnalities 
for this prefecture prepared by the polit•e 
authorities are as follow:-
KESEN DIS'l'RICT. 
Kesen ..... . 
Takada .... .. 
Yonesaki .. . 
Otomo .... .. 
Hirota ..... . 
Matsusaki .. . 
Ofunado .. . 
AkR.saki .... . 
Ryol'i ..... .. 
Otsukirai ... 






































~Il-l~ a:!~~ c!$11J m"d Q.l:::l ~ ~ J:j Q.)Q.l~ aHee 
.... ~] ~~~ g')!.., ;§"~ ~~ .. ~~~ 
569 43 16 
616 1 
350 29 50 
381 93 5 
469 10 20 
400 178 
306 35 30 
389 250 
451 200 100 
32:! 28 124 
183 :l2 
474 380 3 
Total. ..... 33,609 7,040 255 4,860 1,064 558 
1\!INAMI·HEI DISTRICT. 
Kamaishi... 6,557 4,700 
Unosumai... 3,147 1,069 
Otsuchi .. . 6,555 900 
5,00 1,223 1 .. 080 14a 
190 i\11 350 
724 l,l92 H69 
Total ...... 16,259 6,669 1,414 2,926 1,799 
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HIGASHI-HE! 
l!'unakoshi.. 2,295 1,250 
Orikasa .... 1,800 60 
Yamada .... 3,746 1,010 
Osawa ...... 1,036 500 
Omohe ..... 1,493 700 
Tsugarnishi. 2,618 3 

















to men and auimals are extremely numerous. 
-Asahi. 
IN l\IIYAGI PREFECTURE • 
saki ...... 3,459 100 





An official report from l\Iiyagi-keu, dated 
June 18th, 2.40 p.m., says: So far it has 
been ascertained that 973 houses were washed 
away, 3,103 persons dmwned, and 555 others 
inj nred.-OtJicial Gazette. 
50 Sem1ai, June 18th, 1.10 p.m.-The follow-
Sakiyama ... 981 160 





ing damages and casualt.ies in Motoyoshi-gnn 
9 have been ascertained :-
Tot>tl. ..... 28,328 6,570 1,480 5,308 1,528 59 
KITA-HEI DISTRICT. 
Omoto ...... 2,090 367 257 386 230 
Tanohata. 3,025 303 15 465 52 4 
Fudai ...... 2,038 1,010 86 330 258 
-----
'L'otal ...... 7,153 1,680 358 1,181 540 4 
MINAMI-KUNOHE DiSTHIC'l1 , 
Kuji 
········· 
4,092 <100 390 657 100 
Ube ......... 2,244 160 80 328 •J.8 
Noda ......... 2,590 321 59 411 120 
Osanai ...... 2,719 125 121 472 52 
Total ...... 11,645 1,006 650 1,868 320 
KI'l'A·KUNOHE DIS'l'RICT. 
Samurai-
hama ...... 1,397 100 179 185 50 
Nakano ...... 1,695 151 78 228 :33 
Taneichi ... 4,685 200 91 655 80 
--- -
Total ...... 7,777 451 348 1,068 183 
------ ·- ---
Grand 
Total.. .... 104,771 23,416 4,505 17,211 5,434 621 
The followi11g reports are from the Morioka 
Post and Telegraph Office :-
June 17th, 3.35 p.m.-On the 15th iust. at 
8.07 p.m. a sudden sea-swell tool• place, and 
destroyed the !louses in the village along 
the coaHt of l\Iiyako Bay. Numerous pers: ns 
and cattle perished. Especially Kuwagasaki 
suffered most severely, having lost more than 
half the number of its houses and many in-
habitants. Tl1e scene is frightful. l\lauy 
telegraph poles were washed away. 
J nne 18th, 8.45 a.m.-All the coast districts 
snfferecl severely through the sea-swell of the 
15th inst. At Yamada, seve11-tentlls of the 
houses were smashed, wl1ile at '.raro-mura, 
which was totally washed a way, there are 
only 30 or 40 survivors. The greater portion 
of Omoto-mura was destroyed. Many of the 
coast villages were totally lost, and casualties 
Houses 
Village. Drowned. washed 
away. 
Karakuwa 823 262 
Oshima 45 31 
Oya .. 329 83 
Sbikaori .. 6 3 
Koizumi .. 230 55 
Hashikami 421 85 
Total .. 1,854 519 
The above figures are the result of invest-
igations made at the Kesen-nlmla Police 
Station. The Shizukawa Brauch Htation 
reports: 700 houses washed away and 1,200 
nersons drowned. The total for the l\Ioto-
yoshi district wonld, therefore, be: 1,219 
washed houses away aucl 3,054 persons 
drownecl.-Asahi. 
Sendai, June 18th, 3.54 p.m.-Reports up 
to date show that 3,640 persons perished in 
the disaster thronghont the Miya.gi prefecture. 
-.lsahi. 
A Yokohama resident who reached Sendai 
at 2.30 on the morning of Tuesday, 16th in st., 
says: About half-past three we felt the hotel 
shake tremendously ; it was quite a long 
shake. '.rhe hotel is a large three-storey 
building, and one gentleman in the party 
said he thought the shaking must have beeu 
caused by heavy luggage being moved, but we 
found this was not the case; it was caused by 
a sharp earthquake shoclr. Between seven 
and eight o'clock there was auoLl1er shock. 
So far as I could ascertain no damage was 
caused in Sendai, but about eleven o'clock 
that morning the Deputy Governor told me 
that telegrams had been received ft·om various 
diRt.ricts report.ing great dama.ge to pwperty 
an(l loss of life hy earthquakes and floods. 
'rile Governor ha.d alreadr left on a. visit to 
somA of these districts. " 
Another correRpondent of t.he .J(ji, under date 
Kisen-nmna, .June 19t.b, seuds the following 
dispatch :-The damage in t.llA 11orth of Shizn~ 
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kawa is even more severe than in the latter place I Shizulmwa. So far the number of ileaths in 
and in the three villages between Sldzukawa the district has been retmnt>il as 2,925 and 
and Irimaye not a single house was found I wounded at 599. The towns have bt>PU con-
intact. The houses wet·e generally built in a 1 verted into desolate plains and look \\'or:m I han 
substantial matmer bnt the ruin caused hy' the scenes of places where great hatLies hn\'e 
the wave was such that one could not pass 1 been fought. Referring to tile scene at the tl"ne 
the spot without feelings of intense pity. At of the visitation of the wave, the same col'l'es-
Shizukawa a comparatively larger nnmher pondent says the weatl1er on the 15th had been 
of men than women were lost and I met an clear ft·nm the morning nntl the sea very Ctthn. 
assemblage of some fifty-six women talldng 1 About 5 o'clock in t.he afternoon the sky be-
together in a depressed manner, standing 011 II came overeast and rain canw <lowu in torrents, 
the site where their homes once stood. I tenoddshocksofearthquakeheing felt in a very 
asked some of them what have become of 1 short tinw. At about half-past 8 o'clocl;: a 
their families and they poi11ted to the wt·eck 1 fearful sound as that of a thnndet·-clap was 
of houses scattered close hy, theit· eyes brim-1 hea nl an<l shm·tly afterwards the cries of 
ful of tears; they could not utte1· even a word so 'i tHuuumi, tsn1wmi were raised on all sides. A 
overcome with emotion were they. 'rhere are wave like a hill rushed in roaring and sweep· 
proofs that the wave reache!l a height ofJ ing away everything before it, and a hamlet, 
56 feet in some places and the damage to the l•mmed Oldnosaka, containing over forty 
rica and other crops is very heavy. • houses, which lies in front of Shizu-
The Nield Nir:lti'.~ COI'I'espoBdetlt., writing kawa waH engulfed in a moment. A theatre 
from Shiznk•twa under date of the 19th, says: where a play was going on wns among the bnild-
-Hosoura is sitnate<l at a distallce of ahont ings<lemolished and all the spectator·s perished. 
ll miles ft·om Shir.nkawa and is our of the In five tninntes the water subsided and the 
districts completely ruined by the recent tidal bodies of those drowned wet·e to be seen here 
wave. The whole village was devastated by and there. In one family more than fm·ty 
the wave and the miserable coudition of the relativPs and fi1·iends were holding a convivial 
place is almost beyond description. While I gathering to celebrate the planting of rice, 
was passing this village I met a youth stand- when the wave arrived amid the merriment 
ing on the shore with a sickle in his atHl uot a Houl survived the disaster. 
hand and I asked hii.n his experience at A ~oldiet· of the Aomori Brigade recently 
the time of the catastrophe. The hoy ret.mned from Founosa arrived at his native 
told me the following sad story :-•· I was villa.!{e, Sl1iznkawa, the morning nftet· it was 
in my house with my father on the devastated by the wave to find that ltis 
evening when suddenly a furious hiilow parents and other members of the family had 
rushed in roaring ana my l·ody was lifted all been drowned on Friday evening. 
up and pressed against the ceiling. With 'rite following is the result, of investigations 
some difficulty I smashed the roof aud into the casnalities in this prefecture made 
managed to get on to it and remained clinging up to 22nd instant :-
there. On looking around I saw the neigh-
bom·hood had all been converted into an 
ocean and I was gradually drifterl towards 
the hill. Alter about ten minutes, as the 
water began to subside, I plnnged into it ancl 
with all my tuiglit swam to the higher part 
of the village anil thus was RIWPd. As to the 
fate of my father, I have found no trace what-
ever of him, although I had bet>n sParching 
for him ever sinee tlw disaster." 
The J~ji 8hhnpo'.~ eon·espo1Htent telegraphs 
from Shiznkawa, o11e of t.lte most. severely 
afflicted districts, as follows :-In MotoyoHhi 
district the most terribly deva~Lat.ed localities 
are l{araknwa, Otani, u·t.mmsaki, himaye and 
MOTO'iOSHI DISTRICT. 
Original Original Houses 
number l'opula- washed Deaths. In-











340 2,486 82 
't2S 3,009 85 
77~ 5,792 262 
320 2,630 31 
429 2,76l. 3 
277 1,921 55 
8Ui} 4,838\ 
601 4,083' 4·65 
36a 2,s81)r 
374 2,602 



















Nafuri ..... . 
lllOMQ-FU DISTRIC'l'. 





I and though the extent of damage suffered 
51 ditfer~ in the various localities i~ is, gen_erally 
- speakmg, most severe. Accordmg to mves-
- tigations made up to yesterday, there were Okawa .... .. 505 3,219 3 346 lives lost, 213 persons injured and 465 
'l'otal.. .... 1,216 7,641 163 59 5 houses were either washed away OL' wrecked. 
OJIKA. DISTRICT. 
Tanikawa ... 381 
Onakawa ... 654 
Gozenhama. 
Aynl<awa ... 329 



















'fhe following is au official report from 
Aomori, dated .Jnne 18th, 10.12 a.tn.:-
Owing to the sea-swell, more than 50 persons 
in Sannohe-gun and 250 in I\amil1ita-gun 
have perished.-qf/icial Ga~ette. 
'rile following are reports from the Ao-
mori Post and •relegraph Office:-
June 17th, 5 p.m.-At Koshirohama 
the Post Office Master, his staff and his whole 
family have perished. The Sakari Office seems 
to httve been saved. 
J nne 17th, 2.46 p.m.-The villages in 
the postal district of the 'l'aneichi Office 
have all suffered severely. Houses washed 
away and people killed are innumerable. 
'fbe Taneichi Office being situated on 
an elevation has been spared. A post 
box has been washed away. 
June 17th, 1 p.m.-Sai, Om!•, Shimofut'o, 
Obatn, Shit·il'o and Tomari have all more OL' 
less suffered, but no house in tbose villages 
have been wash eel away, and people are safe. 
The post office is also safe. 
June 17th, 11.05 a..m.-About70houses in 
the const district of .Momoishi and the gt·eater 
portion of Misawa have been wa.shed awa.y, 
and casualties are innnmerable. 'l'he l\lomo-
isili Office is safe, but the fate of the Misawa-
Office has not yet been ascertained.-Asahi. 
The Governor of Aomori prefeclnre, under 
date the 22nd inst., reports :-I have visited 
all the afflicted districts in the prefecture 
and returned last evening. The localities 
devast1tted by the wave extend from :Misawa-
mum, 1\amildta district, southwards to the 
frontier of lwate p1·efecture all along the coast 
Many dead bodies are being washed ashore 
every day. Two surgeons from the Aomori 
military hospital and Lwo men, with some 
nurses, ft·om the Aomori Branch of the Red 
Cross Society, have gone to the scene and are 
attendiHg the iuj nred. 'I' here is a com-
paratively small number of injured and the 
work of succour is well done. 
A ~'RENCH MISSIONARY DROWNED. 
According to an official report from Iwata 
ken, a French missionary, Abhe H.J.IL Rispal, 
who happened to be in Kamaishi at the time 
of the earthquake waves of the 15th inst. was 
drowned. His body has not been recovered. 
We are informed that Abbe Rispal was born 
in Lyons in 1861 and went to Hakodate in 
1891. Subsequently he settled in Morioka, and 
went to other places to preach occasionally. 
Another repm·t says :-A French mis-
sionary, Abbe Rispal, ofSakari-machi, arrived, 
with a Japanese friend of his, at an inn 
of Kamaishi shortly before the visitation 
of the town by the waves. On the alarm 
being heard the Japanese friend first rushed 
out of the dooL·, while the Frenchman com-
menced to put on his shoes. On looking 
back the fonner perceived the Frenchman 
running after him. Soon the Japanese was 
overtal1en by the wave waist deep, but with 
great difficulty he effected his escape. When he 
arrived at a place of safety he looked around 
but the Frenchman was no longer to be seen. 
The body of the missionary has not yet been 
recovered. 
NOTHING UNUSUAl,, 
A representative of the Japan Gazette 
visited on Friday morning the S.S. Riojttn-
'IIWT!t, which left Oginohama on the 16th, i.e. 
the day following the ilisaster, a11d arrived in 
Yokohama on the 18th, and was told that 
nothing unusual in the sea had been observed 
during the voyage. 
WARSHIPS FOR AFFLICTED DISTRICTS. 
The torpedo-gun-boat Tatsuttt, which had 
been at anchor at Shimju, having been ordered 
to proceed to the coast of the devastated dis• 
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tl'icts, left the port on Fl'iday morning for discovered by the crew of the U.S. man-of-war 
Yolwsuka, whence, after taking in coal, she will 1'usca1·om and it is more than 4,000 
immBdiately sail for her destination. fathoms deep. Professm· Kochibe, among 
'rhe cruiser Idzumi has been ordered to others, believes the wave to have been caused 
proceed to the coast of the devastated I by the displacement of the side of this cavity. 
localities. Other people suggest a volcanic disturbance 
IN HOKKAmo. , in the vicinity of Hawaii as the cause of 
Nemuro, J uue 20th.-Utaro-mma, Hol'Oi-
zumi district, Hidaka, Hoklmido, was visited 
by a tidal wave ou the 15th and five 
persons were drowned, five injured, and 
20 houses washed away. The man-of-war 
lllrtsaslti left here to-day for Yerimozaki for 
au inspection of the affiicted districts. 
OTBER PARTICULARS. 
In several localities where the casualties 
wet·e most pronounced it is found more ex-
pedient, in calcnl1tting the number of deaths, 
to examine those who survived, as the dead fat· 
exceed the living and many bodies of those 
drowned will never be recovered. 
the calamitous phenomenon, but as the effects 
of the wave did not extend far out to sea the 
latter theory advanced becomes doubtful. 
Undoubtedly careful researches will be made 
by scientists and eventually light may be 
thrown upon what is at present inexplicable. 
IMPERIAL BENEVOLENCE. 
Their Majesties the Emperor and the Em-
press have been graciously pleased to contri-
bute respectively 10,000, 8,000, and 1,000 yen 
towards the relief funds for the sufferers from 
the recent tidal wave in Iwate, Miyagi, and 
Aomori prefectures. 
COMMUNICATIONS. 
At the villages of Irimaye, Minato, and Letters and other postal matter for the 
Otani not a single family escaped the affiicted districts are three times the usual 
loss of som~ member an? the spec.tacle of' number and as the houses of many of the 
fathers seelnng the ~odies o~ their sons II address~es have been destroyed great difficulty 
and daughters and of Wives lookmg after the is experienced by the post officials. 
~orpses of theit· husband~ was a sad sight 1'elegraphic communications, which had 
mdeed. F~·om. among piles of. de~d b~dies been interrupted in several places on account 
those o~ their km~red are now bemg Idei!tlfied of the damage caused by the wave, ar'3 now 
by survtvors. It IS a really gh~stly affat~·· being restored to worl1ing order. Temporary 
l!'rom the rep~rts so far publ_Ished_l~ Will be I repairs having been made, communication be-
seen that the tidal wave which vtstted the tween Yamada and lVliyako has been re-
coast of Iwate, Miyagi, and Aomori prefec- sumed. 
A SURVIVOR'S S'.CORY. 
tures, as well as Hokkaido, was the most dis-
astrous on record, the number of fatalities 
being greater than in any catastrophe Mr. Salmi, an engineer of the Iwate Kencho. 
since the great earthquake at Yedo in the era I who was at Kuji at the time of the catastrophe 
of Ansei, when about a hundred thousand! of 15th inst. and luckily saved his life, tells 
people are believed to have perished. Of the following story :-The 15th bmke wet and 
the three prefectures Iwate sufferecl the most gloomy, dt·izzling rain coming down at inter-
severely, as out of the total of 27,926 deaths so vals. and though it is the rainy season (nyubai) 
far retmned 25,418 of the victims belonged one felt very uucomfol'table. The clay having 
to this prefecture. Miyagi prefecture is the fallen on the May festival (seklru), every house-
second with 2,557 deaths and 5,005 injured ; hold of the town was busily engaged in the 
and Aomori comes next with 826 drowned reception of guests or in making prepara-
and 148 injured. As to the cause of the great tions for dinne1·, and no one apprehended 
wave various theories have been advanced but the coming disaster. About 7.50 in the even-
it is premature to attribute it to any of i;hem iug a horizontal shock of earthquake was felt 
without proper investigations. Some assert and ten minutes later another vibration was 
that there is a large cavity extending from Kiu- experienced. Five minutes later, while I was 
kasan to Hokkaido not far from the shore. It sitting at dinner, a pretty severe shocl! was 
is known as "Tuscarora" Hollow as it was 
1 
felt, and although judgiug from the movement 
2D 
of a hauging lamp, the shock did not seem 
to be a very violent one, I was considerably 
shaken. About 8.10, when I was finishing 
dinner, I heard a sound as of the firing of a 
revolver, and while I was musing over the 
mysterious Boise, five minutes htter, a tre-
mendous report came from the sea in the 
direction of the east. 'rhe shock accompanying 
H was like that caused by lhe explosion of a 
steam-boiler and it gradually grew stronget·. 
I sprang to my feet and on looking ovet· the 
sea from the window I saw that in the direc-
tion of an island called U shijima the sky was 
foggy mingled with light-red hues. Rumbling 
noises could be heard, but there was nothing 
unusual towards the south. Anticipating 
danger of some kind I made hasty pre-
parations fot· retreat, when a moun tainons 
wave broke upon sheds and storehouses uear by 
with a tenible force and washed them away 
in a momeut. Shouting tsnn111ni, t.mnami 
at the top of my voice, I ran out of the 
house, but as the night was pitch dark I 
was at a loss to know in which direction 
to fly. Meanwhile the raging wave anived 
and I was knocked down by it and carried 
into the vortex. lVIy head stl'llck against 
what seemed to be a fire-proof warehouse, my 
body rolling over three ot· four times in con-
sequence. I tried to raise my head above the 
water, but the floating timbers and debris 
being spread ovet· the smface of the water, 
I was unable to do so. I remained under 
water for five or six minutes and then lifted 
my head above the water to dmw bt·eath. In a 
few seconds a big house came floating towards 
me and to avoid a collision with it I was 
compelled to retreat to an uncomfortable sub-
marine place of safety. At this time I became 
quite exhausted and though endeavouring to 
keep my breath I swallowed muddy water two 
or three times, which caused me to feel con-
siderable pain. Overcome by exhaustion, I lost 
my senses. I remember hearing faintly some-
body calling for me; this proved to !Jave been 
at the time I was rescued from tl1e watery 
tomb. 'Vhen I recovered consciousness I 
was 011 the ground of the Kompira temple, 
whither I had been carried while I was in a 
fainting condition. While I was being helped 
to the Knji hospital I met a doctor who had 
been sent for and received treatment at a 
farmer's house uear by. 
THE DEATH ROLL. 
The following are the t·etums corrected up 
to Tuesday:-
Miyagi P1·ej'ecture. 








Lives lost ... 
Injured 
Houses destroyed 
{Lives lost ... .. . 
'l'otal Injured ... .. . 
,Houses destroyed 













'l'here seems to be a total want of coolies 
who can be employed in the necessary work 
in the devastated districts. As for the supply 
of food, shelter, aud clothing the authol'ities 
are doing their best, and with regard to the 
treatment of those injured the Red Cross 
Society and other charitable persons have 
already sent a large number of physicians to 
attend them, hut the work of recovering dead 
bodies is progressing slowly owing to scarcity 
of coolies. 'rhere are saia to be many places 
where half the remains of those drowned have 
not yet been recovered. At Utatsu-mura, 
where 600 people fell victims to the calamitous 
wave, so far only 100 corpses have been picked 
up. Many of them are buried in the sa.nd or 
remain under debris or in rocky caves. In that 
village nearly all able-bodied men perished 
and as men in the villages in the vicinity which 
clid not suffer in the disaster are hard to 
get in consequence of the season being the 
bnsiest for fanners, natmally the unsavoury 
job of digging fOl' the dead proceeds very 
tardil v. Under these circumstances the 
Govet:nor of l\liyagi prefecture applied to the 
Commander of the Senclai Army Division for 
the desvtch of troops to assist in the urgent 
business of the moment. The latter, cou-
sentiug, to the request, has sent 100 En· 
gineers under the command of Snb-Lieuts. 
Kondo and Goto, to the second military divi· 
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si0n, another contigent to Hosoura, Shimizu-
hama and other placeR, and the third to 
Utazu, l{a.rakuwa, &c. At the same time, 
fifty Engineers and three Army surgeons 
were sent to I wate prefecture for a similar 
purpose. 
EPIDEMIC FEARED. 
It is the opinion of medical men that the 
great wave wiil be followed by an epidemic, 
and as there h[tve already been two cases of 
cholera in Miyagi prefecture the sanitary 
authorities are tal\ing strict precautions to 
prevent the spread of the malady. 
only when they had rdnl'tled to land. The Police 
Superintendent has been ordereil to various 
affiict~Jd districts, the Secretary to Higashihei, 
the Councillor to Kesen and 1\Iinamihei, and 
the Chief 'l'ax Collector to Kunohe, all to 
oversee the arrangements being made in these 
places. Nine Police Inspectors and Prefectural 
Clerks l1ave been sent to Kesen, six to 1\lina.mi-
hei, twelve to Higashihci, three to Kunohe, 
one to Nishihei, an(1 two to Kitahei, besides 
113 policemen and 450 coolies to various 
places, where the disposttl of corpses is now 
going on. Coolies engaged in snch tasks in 
afflicted districts, including firemen and others, 
whose services have been liberally offered, 
number more than 4,000. AN OFFICIAL RBPORT FROl\1 
IWATI~-KEN. Many physicians perished in the affiicted 
districts and the apparatus and chemicals of 
The Governor of Iwate-ken reports, under those who smvived were lost. Large qnan-
the date of June 24th, on the sea-swell of the tities of carbolic acid, bandHge cloth, &c., have 
15th, as follows :- therefore been sent ont, and in consequence 
On the 15th ,J nne, the weather waR cloudy of the waut of physicians 15 physicians an<l 
from moming-, ancl the thermomet,er stood at 15 nurses have been temporarily hired to 
80° to 90°. The heat, being more than 10 de- attend the it1jured. But the number of the 
grees higher than nsnal, was quite oppressive. injured being vet·y large, medical attendance 
But nnse<toonable weather being common in could not be sufficiently given, an<1 it was 
the rainy season, people did 11ot pay mnch very difficult in the prefedme, where physi-
attention to the con<lition of the day, an<1 in, cians are scarce, to get more medical ex· 
various villages <tnd towns Uw 5th-month 'perts. Fortunately 12 surgeons ha\·e been 
festival was observetl and ruenin1ent was sent ont from the Second Army Division, 7 
going on here anc1 there. Neat· nightfall physicia us, 2 phannacentists and 28 nurses 
earthquake shocl<s were felt several times. from the Red Cross Society, much to the 
At about 8 p.m., a loud report like that fJf relief of the sufferers. Still more assistance 
a big gnu was heard oft' the coast of being 11ecessary, the Second Army Divi-
Higashihei-gun. But rumblings were usual sion has further despatched one sub-com-
in the sea, and some supposed t!Je 1·eport pany of engineers accompanied by a sur-
to have been produced by a warship practising geon, and the Red Cross branch at Fnlmshima 
in the vicinity. H was not malty minutes, has offered the services of five pl1ysiciaus and 
howevet·, befot·e the waves came 011 suddenly one nurse. The engineers and the new batches 
in all their fury, engulfing towns awl village~, of physicians and surgeons have been sent 
and sweeping away i11 an instant people, to various otl1er afflicted placeR, Several 
ca.ttle, houses ana hoats ai<mg the coast more physicians ii1 the vicinity of the afflicted towns 
than 70 ri in extent. 'rhicldy-populatecl towns and villages hwe also been ordered to attend 
are now desolate wastes, and piles of corpses the injured, and chemicals and apparatus are 
ancl masses of debris present the sadrlest now being s•mt out from time to time. As the 
spectacle imaginable. 't'he waves are said to people are nuder danger of starvation in 
have been more than 80 feet high. 'l'he many places, more than 1,000 !rolcn of cleaned 
velocity of the tide varied in different localities, rice have been distl'lhnted to the snfl'erers. 
hnt those places which face south-west Damages and cttSU<tlties in varioui! districts 
suffered the most severely. It is cm·ions that are as follows :-
fishermen who were out fishing two ri off Lhe KESEN·GUN.-'l'he area affiictecl is t!Je widest 
coast only noticed the unustml height of the in t!Jis district, the damages being very great. 
waves and did not know of auy seriou;,; devasta- At Hirot.a-mut·a, honses on an elevation more 
tion going on on lana. '!'hey hmmt the havoc , Lhan 50 feet above Lhe sea level were 
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destroyed, boats thrown up to the top of hills 
of considerable height, a police sbttion 
washed away, several policemen sever·ely in-
jured, and their families killed. At l\lassaki-
mnra also, a police station was washed 
away, policeme!l injured, and six ll18mbers of 
their families killed. At Ofn11ado-mnm, 
telegraph poles along tile coast for more than 
a mile have been all broken, while at. Otomo-
mura 180 clw of plantations were laid waste. 
At Ryori-mura, most of the dead bodies have 
their heads smashed and limbs bmken, and all 
the memhet·s of the villa.ge office were killed 
except the village headman. A primary sehool 
and a police station wet·e washed away, and 
all the policemen and their families killed. At 
Otsukirai also, a police station, policemen 
and their families were all lost; a pri-
mary school was also wasbec1 away, but 
head instl"nctor Sato sncceeded in removing 
the portrait of H.i\I. the Empemr to a safe 
place, in spite of the deaths of his Wife 
and children. Toni-mm·a snffere<l most 
severely, having lost all its policemen and 
their families, and 2,500 persons ont of 
its population of 2,800. The following 
i8 the complete list of casnalties and damages 
in varions villages of this prefecture :-
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Kesen ........ 
"'''' 
3,651 23 10 3,618 fi69 :J5 1G 518 
'rak,~t.a ........ 3,489 3 -- 11,486 616 616 
Yonesaki.' ." ." .. ...... 3,400 12 2 3,446 350 ll 50 289 
Otomo _ .............. 2,iH9 260 14 2,245 ~81 70 5 H06 
Hirota ........ ·-····· 3,102 500 11 ~,!)91 469 16:3 BOG 
l\I!tSS!tki ............ 2,965 606 30 t,329 400 191 2m 
Ofuna<lo ............ 2,304 rso 35 1,4F9 306 105 30 171 
Ak~tsaki 2,ns5 448 68 2,469 38iJ 17:! 217 
Ryori,_,.,. :::::::::::: 2,803 1,458 59 1,286 4f>l 285 100 66 
Otsukirai 2,4·19 411 60 1,978 32:! 113 124 85 
Yoshihama ......... 1.075 2:5 9 Sol ;aa 32 ~") uc> 68 
'roni ........ . .... 2,807 2,100 20 G87 4i4. 34l ;) 130 
--- -·-- -- ~--- --
TotnJ ............ 33,609 6,816 318 2G,-t7!5 4,860 1,518 361 2,981 
some 1,200 houses and a population of 6,000. 
But uearly all the houses were swept 
away, only about a hundred of tiJem being 
spared. All the streets were destroyed, 
and many corpses lie below the debris of houses. 
All t.he plantations along t.lte coast are 
filled with mud ; a police station, a post and 
telegraph office, and six pt·imat-y schools were 
washed away, a policeman killed, and the 
police stat.ion master aJHl others severely 
injured. 'rhe chief of the post antl telegraph 
office nanowly escaped, and set in order 
a set of reserve app~tratus, thus e11abiing com-
munications to h8 reopenecl in <t few hours 
after the disaster. Snfferings at Oznchi and 
U nosumai :u8 also very great. 'rhe following 
is U~e list of damages and casnaltieR in various 
villages of this distdct :-
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Kamaishi. .. 6,.557 4,700 
Unosnma.i ... 3,147 1,069 






1,357 1,223 1,080 
1,888 511 350 
4,931 l '192 369 





HIGASHIHEI-GUN.-Of all the vilbges in this 
district, Taro-mura suffered the most severely, 
the waves there having reached the height of 
over 100 feet. 'rhe force of the waves was 
so great that more than 100 pine trees, each 
over 10 feet in circumferellce, were all torn 
away, leaving only their root" behind. Some 
junks were thrown upon a hill more than 
two cho distant from the beac!J. All the mem-
bers of the village office and tlw t.eaching 
staff of the primary sehool were killed, a 
police station waslted away, and t.wo police-
men with t.heh· families killed. Oawhe-
mura, where there was a police statio11, is 
now a desolttte waste, and tlte only house 
visible is that of the village headman. stand. 
ing against the side of a hill, toward which it 
was caiTied by the waves, bttdly damaged. 
All the boats were lost or smashed, at1d 
J\hNAl\UHRI-GUN.-'l'llongh the area of de- a policeman and his family were killed. 
vastatiou in this district IS uot so wide as in At Fnnakoshi, the village office, pritnary 
Kese11-gun, t.he damageR and casualties are of school and police station were all washed 
a much larger proportion. In Krsen-gnn, away. Policemen there were severely injmed, 
where twelvtJ villages W<·t'tl afflicted. while their families all perislued. At Yamada-
some 6,800 persons '\\:·re ldlled, but i1; mum, the poliee st.atiot; wa.:s badly damaged, 
l\Iinamiltei-guu de;::L-; 111 only thrH' vilh;g,,R · nn:1 111ot·e Limn 1,000 inhauitant.s perished. 
which were nffiieLetl numlJ~r lllOt'e tklll 1'ile wn.ves wt-n·e followed bv fire, by which 
6,600. Kanmishi \VftS a town cont.ainillg tuore Llw.n 40 8nrvivors • peri;,lled. The 
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damages and casualties in this distl'ict are as Jist of damages and casnalties for this distl'ict 
follow :- is as follows :-
""o~ ~ Sui ~ ~ ~ ~ ::; S.:ti '2 ~ rd 
....., =cl) ...; b() Q) - 00 ;:!\ll ~ .ae,.g>,a f 
0-!d l'J) rd" rd 1'13 ~ ~0 ~ ~ ~ ~ &d tll ~ "d ~ ~ ~0- f ?.,.· ~-
Village. -:::;:.g Q) ~ ~ = ~ ~ --~ ~ 0 ~ .:" a::Ci : ~ _g.~ 1;: ~ ~ ~-o ~ Vil1age. .S~ : ~ -~-~ ~~ ~ ~ ~-c ~ ·so~ : ·S ·ED~ ~ ~ ::s he : c -~~ g ~ ~ 
;§ A ~ P ;§JS :iJ ~ :il\ B " 'i3 """ ~ :il :iJ Funakoshi ...... 2,295 1,327 701 267 474 371 1 102 SammaHutma ... 1,397 ~~ '5s t259 °185 5o 135 
Orikasa ............ 1,800 67 50 1,683 303 105 25 17!! 1 _Na.ka.no ............. 1,69~ 106 62 1,527 228 53 51170~ Yamada ......... 3,746 1,040 1~0 2,556 782 359 250 17.~ fanewht ........ .4,68a H5 60 4,4ii0 655 80 Ooawa ........... : 1,036 550 [>9 427 199 196 :J -- --· - -- -- -- --Omohe ........... 1,493 700 33 760 236 159 ·- 'i7 Total ............ 7,777 366 175 7,236 1,0.:8 183 - 885 
'l'sugaruishi ... 2,618 a 1 2,614 4B4 8 426 'l'he above is the resnlt of iuvestigatious Sokei.. ............. 1,9U6 90 54 1,852 365 109 256 1 t 1 ._ A · l f ~·1 Knwagasaki ... 3,459 100 33 3,326 101 300 50 351 mar e up o ( a..e. s to t 1e area o p anta-
llliy!'ko ............ 5,157 12 - 5, 145 993 20 973 tious laid waste and the number of boats Saktyama ...... 981 160 12 809 155 45 9 101 • • 
Tr.ro ............... 3,747 3,655 _ 277 -~ _ 666 ~ ~ 53G \ vilbg~ offic~s a1.1d schools .destr~1yed or washed 
Total.. ....... 28,328 6,704 1,37020,254 5,308 1,so2 335 3,171 away mvest1gatwns are still gmng on. 
KrrAHEI-GUN.-At Fudai-mnra a clerk of· 
the village office perished, the police station 
was washed away, and policemen and their 
families all drowned. Omoto-mura also 
lost its police quarters, and policemen barely 
escaped with their lives, while theit· families 
were all killed. The following is the list of 
damages and casualties iu this district :-
. ~ . . rd -·~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ rg ~ 1 ~ 
· ~~ al rd ~o C:,cm rJJ,.=~ ale! ooc::l 
V1l11tge. .~-a .c ~ ........ ~ .S s 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ 1t ·~~ i - ·S E -~E.t:t 5 :t 6~ g o"- A § p;; o IJ:I iJ:I IJ:I Omoto ...... 2.090 367 257 1,466 386 156 147 83 
Tanohata ... 3,025 303 15 2,707 46.>; 47 42 376 
Fudai ......... 2,038 1.010 153 875 330 95 49 186 
Total ...... 7,l53 1,680 42/1 5,048 1,181 298 238 645 
Mn..-AM11CUNOHE-GUN.-1'he police quarters 
at Noda-mura were washed away, and the 
wives and children of policemen ldlled, but 
policemen themselves escaped. Kuji suffered 
the most severely. The village office, primary 
school and police quarters there were all 
destroyed. Three members of policemen's 
families were killed. The following shows 
the havoc wrought in this district :-
Village. 
~bt::::::::: 
Noda ........ . Osanai .... .. 
Natsui .... .. 
J 
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Total ... 13,448 1,074 694 11,680 ~.133 320 1,813 
KITAKUNOHE-GUN.-Damages and casualties 
in Taneichi-mura and Nakano-mura were 
considemble; but owing to the geographical 
configmation, this district suffered much less 
than Kesen-gnu. 1'he force of the waves 
seemA to hav!l been comparatively slight. The 
l\IORlOKA APPEAL FOR HELP. 
An appeal for help for the 60,000 sufferers 
of Iwa.te-ken by the recent disaster has been 
issned hy five native chnrches of Morioka 
and vicinity, with Rev. E. R. Miller's uame 
included. Funds may be sent to l\Ir. Torn 
Mima, Flhimono-ha,..!Ji Kiwa, Morioka, and 
will he ncknowledged in the columns of The 
CltJ"istian and 1'/te Rvan!Jelist, or directly 
to douor if postage stamp be inclosed for that 
purpose. The appeal is primarily addt·esRed 
to the .Japanese churches, but any disposed 
to assist directly through those in the field 
have thus au opportunity to do so. 
WARSHIP "IDZUMI " AND COUNT ITAGAKI. 
According to telegrams ft'01u 11orth in the 
Asah-i, Count Itagaki visited Kamaishi and 
Yamada by the warship Idzmni on the 27th 
inst. Directot• Misaki, of the Local Admini-
stra.tion Bureau, joined the Count's party. 
During the warship's voyage numerous dead 
bodies were seen 011 the sea. 
REPAIRS OF ROADS. 
Sendai, June 27th, 9.07 a.m.-The roads 
in the districts under tlw Shizukawa Police 
Station have been opened. 
It is reported that the wreclmge of 200 houses 
was seen off Ara.hnma in Miyagi-ken. 
One hundred and sixty coolies have heeu 
despatched to the afflicted districts. 
DAJIIAGE AND CASUALTIES IN HOKKAIDO. 
A report. from the H oroigumi Police Station 
says: 1'he districts afflicted by the sea-sweil 
include Utailetsn, UtaLsuyu, Ahumlwma, 
Koyoslti, S!tikano onrl Sarnrn. Eigl:ty-1,!tree 
:fishing boats have been smasherl, thirty-five 
houseA Wa8h"tl aW1ty, and :five persou~ 
drowned. 
